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Abstract
To effectively sort and present relevant information pieces (e.g., answers,
passages, documents) to human users, information systems rely on ranking
models. Existing ranking models are typically designed for a specific task and
therefore are not effective for complex information systems that require component changes or domain adaptations. For example, in the final stage of question
answering, information systems such as IBM Watson DeepQA rank all results
according to their evidence scores and judge the likelihood that each is correct
or relevant. However, as information systems become more complex, determining effective ranking approaches becomes much more challenging.
Prior work includes heuristic ranking models that focus on a particular type
of information object (e.g. a retrieved document, a factoid answer) using manually designed features specific to that information type. These models, however,
do not use other, non-local features (e.g. features of the upstream/downstream
information source) to locate relevant information. To address this gap, my research seeks to define a ranking approach that should easily and rapidly adapt
to any version of system pipelines with an arbitrary number of phases.
We describe a general ranking approach for multi-phase and multi-strategy
information systems, which produce and rank significantly more candidate results than the single phase and single strategy information systems to achieve
acceptable robustness and overall performance. Our approach allows each phase
in a system to leverage information propagated from preceding phases to inform
the ranking decision. By collecting ranking features from the derivation paths
that generate candidate results, the particular derivation path chosen can be
used to predict result correctness or relevance. Those ranking features can be
detected from an abstracted system object graph which represents all of the
objects created during system execution (e.g. provenance) and object dependencies. This ranking approach has been applied to different domains including
question answering and biomedical information retrieval. Experimental results
showed that our proposed approach significantly outperforms comparable answer ranking models on the two domains.
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Chapter 1
Research Overview
In this thesis, we define the problem of phased ranking and propose a solution for information systems. The three major research stages include 1) initializing phased ranking
hypothesis and rationale (2010-2013), 2) developing strong baseline approaches such as
Generalized Watson Rank (2011-2014), and 3) applying the phased ranking model to different domains (2012-2016).

1.1

Phased Ranking Hypothesis and Rationale (2010
- 2013)

The phased ranking model we study in the thesis is originated from two courses at Carnegie
Mellon Universitys Language Technologies Institute: Question Answering Lab 1 and Software Engineering for Information Systems 2 . Our ranking model was initially designed and
implemented for an experimental version of Ephyra offered by Question Answering Lab,
which focused on answering open domain factoid questions. An answer ranking model estimates a confidence score by considering various features of each answer candidate. Answer
ranking models can be roughly separated into two approaches: exploiting answer redundancies and combining relevance scores for single answers. The former approach is favored
by factoid question answering research, whereas the latter is preferred by community-based
question answering research. Exploiting answer redundancy in this stage is reported to be
critical, related research contains the topic of finding answer duplicates from a Web search
engine [53] or Wikipedia [45], expanding text corpora with external sources [76], grouping
similar answers [40] or sampling a representative set from a large corpus [16, 94]. Another
important view of answer ranking models is to explore answer relevance through textual
clues by searching similarly answered questions from QA communities [20, 85, 93], using
textual entailment approaches [36], using translation based methods [72, 85], or applying
structured search in natural language [9].
Leveraging both factors is nontrivial. The standard answer ranking approach [45] proposed a simple classification approach by combining relevance scores and similarity scores.
1
2

http://lti.cs.cmu.edu/intranet/lti-course-listings#11796
http://lti.cs.cmu.edu/intranet/lti-course-listings#11791
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An answer relevance score is produced by merging scores computed from a single formula
(e.g., the TF.IDF based approach). Assume a candidate “Vesuvius” has two redundant instances retrieved from different data sources with the TF.IDF scores 0.1 and 0.6 separately.
The two scores are merged as the answer relevance score 0.7 for the candidate “Vesuvius”.
However, standard ranking approaches that use heuristic merging cannot easily adapt
to new feature sets designed to better estimate relevance scores. For example, consider
TREC11 question 1396 (“What is the name of the volcano that destroyed the ancient city
of Pompeii?”); we retrieved the following passage “Pompeii, along with Herculaneum and
many villas in the surrounding area, was mostly destroyed and buried under 4 to 6 m (13
to 20 ft) of volcanic ash and pumice in the eruption of Mount Vesuvius in AD 79.” Using a
TF.IDF-like score assigns close relevance scores to the candidate instances such as “Mount
Vesuvius” and “Herculaneum.” However, it is not clear how the standard ranking approach
leverages the other feature types (e.g., shallow, semantic, or syntactic features) for answer
merging.
Motivated by this problem, our initial research question is that should we learn the
relevance score before the merging step or after it. Ideally, if we have gold standard data
for each candidate instance, a learning step before the merging step would combine those
features as a relevance score. In many cases, training data only contains answer keys to
those questions and the judgment to each candidate instance is unavailable. Therefore, a
learning step after merging step can be a useful option.
In our 2011 VLIS Capstone project 3 , as a natural extension to the standard answer
ranking approaches, we defined a ranking framework consisting of three stages: extract
features for each candidate instance, clustering/merging instances, and ranking answer
candidates. We performed clustering across the set of answer candidates to group similar
candidates. Then, within each cluster, the instances are merged into answer candidates by
using customized merging functions. Finally, the answer candidates are ranked by using
features extracted from merging steps. In the end, we select the answer candidate in the
top ranked cluster as the final answer.
Around the same time, our research was greatly influenced by the research of information processing architecture frameworks [25, 26, 27], offered by the course of Software
Engineering for Information Systems. The Unstructured Information Management Architecture (UIMA) [27] is a framework that standardizes information systems by managing
the workflows, type systems, resources, etc. UIMA was originally developed by IBM to
support the processing and analysis of unstructured information (e.g., text, speech, images
or videos). An information system is built via defining a set of Analysis Engines (AEs).
For example, a question answering system can be built via defining four analysis components: 1) question analysis, 2) document or passage retrieval, 3) answer extraction and 4)
answer selection. The question analysis component classifies the input question into one
of the predefined categories by deriving lexical, syntactic and semantic information of the
given question. Queries composed by this step are then fed into a document or passage retrieval component to find relevant documents or passages. Those results are supplied to an
3

The VLIS program has changed its name to MCDS, the capstone project description can be found at
https://mcds.cs.cmu.edu/learn-us-curriculum
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answer extractor component to generate answer candidates. Finally, the answer selection
component distinguishes correct answers from incorrect candidates by reasoning or using
supporting evidence with machine learning algorithms.
Motived by this previous works on information system frameworks, we attempt to
leverage those analysis components, so that information propagated from preceding components can inform the final answer ranking decision and reduce those biases caused by
“local” features designed heuristically around answer extraction components. To support
this hypothesis, we implemented an answer ranking approach [49] for a multiphase, multistrategy question answering system that produced and ranked a large number of answer
candidates. The proposed ranking approach is accomplished by a system object graph
which represents all of the objects created during system execution, as well as object
dependencies (e.g. provenance). We evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed ranking
approach in a multi-phase question answering system built by recombining pre-existing
software modules. Experimental results show that our proposed approach significantly
outperforms comparable answer ranking models.

1.2

Developing Generalized Watson Rank (2011 - 2014)

When IBM’s Watson won TV’s Jeopardy! game against two world-class champions in
February 2011, it demonstrated the ability of the system and represented a crowning
achievement in the field of open-domain question answering, to answer natural language
questions. Watson showed the power of artificial intelligence and natural language understanding to answer humans’ questions from providing daily factoid questions to making
sophisticated decisions. Technological advances (e.g., artificial intelligence and natural
language understanding) inspired by question answering will continue to improve mobile
devices, personal and industrial computers, in the area of healthcare, finance, manufacturing, and many other domains.
However, because building a complex question answering system like Watson takes
many years, manually creating and training a new restricted-domain QA agent requires
significant resources and human effort. One of the main problems is that expertise is often
needed for adapting ranking algorithms. For example, given a system pipeline, typically
features are manually and heuristically defined and configured by domain experts. This
approach can be inefficient and generate inconsistent results because domain experts may
be required for each “local” system component. Consequently, adaptation to a new domain
is limited. For example, existing knowledge sources may not cover sufficient information to
answer new domain questions; the ontologies may not appropriately represent the semantics
of the new domain; and the strategy (e.g., machine learning algorithms and features) used
to distinguish answers from noisy candidates can vary significantly from the current QA
system. It is, therefore, vital to train and evolve the methods of the current system to
adapt to a new specific domain.
During my research internship in IBM’s DeepQA group at 2014, I was especially interested in the adaptation challenges of Watson ranking framework [28, 32].
In contrast to building a restricted-domain QA system, we propose a pipelined pro3
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cedure from a generalization perspective to meet the new requirement of both research
and development. The basic idea is that new domain QA agent can be created and optimized rapidly by learning from the pipelined system of a new domain with existing system
components and outputs.

1.3

Applications to Information Systems (2012 - 2016)

During my thesis proposal, a phased ranking model, which is extended from our answer
ranking model, has been introduced for modeling information systems with multiple sequential phases. The method mainly includes a system object graph representation that
captures information about every processing option and intermediate data object produced
by a pipelined system. Based on the representation, a phased ranking model leverages
information propagated from preceding phases to inform the ranking decision. We demonstrated that our approach is statistically significantly better than or indistinguishable from
baseline factoid QA approaches for TREC datasets 9-12. Although tested on factoid question answering, we believe that our approach is generalizable to domain adaptation in
many other NLP applications with sequential phases and multiple options per phase.
During my thesis work, we focus on two directions. The first direction presents the
generality of our phased ranking model by applying it to another high-impact domain:
biomedical information retrieval. A state-of-the-art biomedical information system, TREC
Genomics, was chosen as a new case study to empirically evaluate the phased ranking
approach. The biomedical question answering pipeline first detects synonyms, acronyms,
and lexical variants for query expansion. Then a standard retrieval method is applied
to find relevant documents (or passages), which are partitioned into important sentences.
Finally, a ranking component is responsible for ranking. Unlike TRECQA, the task of
TREC Genomics is to retrieve passages from biomedical journals to answer the structured
questions from real biologists. Instead of top-1 binary relevance judgments corresponding
to the right or wrong answer, answers can be multi-graded in the biomedical retrieval
problem. in most QA systems the desired goal is to find the top-ranked answer right
[28]. In contrast to question answering systems where Precision@1 is the primary metric,
the biomedical question answering system is evaluated on an entire ranked list, using the
metric of mean average precision (MAP).
The second direction attempts to deepen our comparisons with an additional stateof-the-art approach, Generalized Watson Baseline (GWB) [28, 32], for both applications,
question answering and biomedical information retrieval. We also perform overlap analysis
with detailed examples to better explain our proposed phased ranking model.
An overview of the completed and future work is presented in Table 1.1 with respect
to two tasks with different domains and pipelined systems. The cells in yellow show the
tasks finished in my thesis proposal. The cells in green represent the newly completed
tasks for the thesis defense. For the cells without color coding, no extra action need be
taken, i.e., the dataset, system, and evaluation metric are ready to use. For each task, the
experimental evaluation is presented in its corresponding sections.
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Table 1.1: Overview of the completed work for thesis proposal (yellow cells) and the newly
added work for thesis defense (dark green cells).
Task
TREC
QA
TREC
Genomics

Experimental Evaluation
Dataset
System
Metric
TREC9 to OpenEphyra-TOP@1,
TREC12
based QA MRR@5,
system [77] Recall@10
TREC
BioQA
PsgMAP,
2006
system
DocMAP
[102]

5

Approaches
State of the Art Models Proposed
Model
Independent Generalized Phased
Prediction Watson
Ranking
Model [45] Rank [32]
Model
CSE
Generalized Phased
framework Watson
Ranking
[102]
Rank [32]
Model
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Chapter 2
Introduction
2.1

Information Systems

An information system transforms and transmits system input from one form to another.
More specifically, information retrieval systems narrow the search space from large data
collection to small data span. To accomplish this task, a typical question answering system
has three main steps: question analysis, passage retrieval and candidate extraction.
Many information processing solutions are designed as sequential pipelines of individual
components, where the output of one component provides the input for the next component. An essential weakness of such “simple” information systems is that a failure in one
component (e.g., an incorrect output) is likely to lead to a failure in one or more subsequent
components. One way to improve robustness and overall task performance is to implement
each phase in a pipeline with multiple component algorithms; the input is processed by
all component algorithms in a phase, and their outputs are merged as the final output
of the phase. For example, a QA system can be sensitive to cascading failures caused by
an incorrect output from some phase which results in failures in all subsequent phases.
Assume that in answering TREC11 question 1396 (“What is the name of the volcano that
destroyed the ancient city of Pompeii?”), the expected answer type is mistakenly detected
as “City” in the question analysis phase due to an imprecise question analyzer. In the
following passage retrieval phase, the system will filter out those passages that do not
contain any “City” named entity; and in the answer extraction phase, candidates that do
not match the “City” type will be removed. Because the question analyzer failed to select
the correct answer type, all following phases will be misguided and therefore the correct
answer “Vesuvius” will not be included in the answer candidate list.
To improve chances of detecting the correct answer type during the question analysis
phase, one commonly used approach [67] is to employ multiple strategies instead of only
relying on one strategy. An example is shown in Figure 2.1. Although the classificationbased question analyzer mistakenly identifies the type of the TREC11 question 1396 as
“City”, the rule-based question analyzer correctly identifies the type as “Mountain”, which
enables the correct answer “Vesuvius” to be extracted from a relevant passage node ck+1 .
We defined two main characteristics of the complex information systems as follows:
7
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A Cascading Failure

Mt. Vesuvius is the infamous
volcano that destroyed the ancient
city of Pompeii in 79 A.D. It is
located east of Naples, Italy.

Extractor A

A1

Naples

A2

Pompeii

A3

Italy

M31

Bing
#combine(#any: CITY volcano
destroyed ancient Pompeii)

c1
M21

TREC11-1396: What is the name
of the volcano that destroyed the
ancient city of Pompeii?

M11

q1

c2

M32

M22
Classification-based
Question Analyzer

Extractor B

Wikipedia

M21
M12

Extractor A

ck

q2

#combine(#any: MOUNTAIN
volcano destroyed ancient
Pompeii)

...

Bing

Rule-based Question
Analyzer

...

...

Q

M31
M22
ck+1
Wikipedia

M32
Along with Herculaneum, Pompeii was
partially destroyed and buried under 4 to
6 m (13 to 20 ft) of ash and pumice in the
eruption of Mount Vesuvius in AD 79.

Al

Vesuvius

Extractor B

Figure 2.1: Illustration of data flow for a multi-strategy QA system.

1. Increasing number of phases. An information processing task is typically decomposed into subtasks processed as sequential phases where each phase takes the
output of the preceding phase as its input. As an information system becomes more
complex, its number of phases grows. For example, a QA system traditionally contains three sequential phases: question analysis, passage retrieval, and information
(answer) extraction [67, 77]. The recent DeepQA system for the Jeopardy Challenge
[28] contained a large number of phases with more than 100 different approaches for
analyzing natural language, identifying sources, finding and generating answer candidates, detecting and scoring evidence, and merging and ranking answer candidates.
2. Increasing number of parallel components. It is a fundamental idea in computing that information systems may have various analysis phases in a processing
pipeline, where each phase may admit multiple implementations that can produce
alternative results [28]. This is especially relevant for complex information processing
tasks where no one approach is likely to produce a satisfactory output for all inputs.
For example, the development of question answering systems requires combining multiple knowledge sources from both structured databases and unstructured sources
to validate the correctness of answer candidates [77], integrating multi-strategy approaches for answer extraction ranging from simple factoid database retrieval to
complex machine learning-based named entity extraction [39, 67], and supporting a
mixture of experts for question and content analytic [17, 28].
8
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2.2

The Role of Ranking in Information System

Ranking is a key task common to computer-based information processing and cognitive
systems (e.g., recommendation systems [1, 10, 48], information retrieval systems [5, 51, 55],
Bioinformatics [74], etc.) that are required to present information pieces (e.g., answers,
passages, documents) to human users in a sorted order, such that the cognitive system
can present the most relevant and useful information to the users. Complex information
systems are usually built as a solution to a specific information processing task for a
specific domain. Those information systems adopt a pipeline architecture that incorporates
multiple phases to produce analysis results. They also employ a final ranking and selection
phase to distinguish correct outputs from erroneous outputs. For example, to answer
questions [28], a common approach is to first analyze the question and then retrieve relevant
documents and extract candidate answers. For each answer candidate, the individual pieces
of evidence are scored by answer scorers by deriving evidence over its supporting resources.
Finally, answer candidates are ranked according to their score.

2.3

Ranking Challenges

Traditionally, a ranking model is any function to find the sorted order for a set of outputs.
In the domain of information retrieval, the ranking task is performed by using a ranking
model f (q, d) to sort documents, where q denotes a query and d denotes a document.
For example, the BM25 model uses a bag-of-words retrieval function that assumes the
independence between the query terms within a document. Similarly, the query likelihood
model, a form of the conditional probability distribution P (q|d), calculates rankings with
the terms appearing in the query and document [18]. More recently, researchers studied
learning to rank approaches under the domains of Information Retrieval [50] and Natural
Language Processing [47]. Learning to rank is a supervised learning task and is often
classified into three main categories: pointwise methods, pairwise methods, and listwise
methods.
One of the new challenges is that information systems often suffer from the “local
optimum” problem which is caused by system components designed and optimized for
sub-tasks. Consider the situation that information systems typically contain many system
components designed and developed by independent contributors, without awareness of
the dependencies and the overall performance of the system.
Although it is possible to adapt existing algorithms, deriving the optimal ranking function or collecting evidence to support answer ranking for such complex systems can be
particularly challenging. It has been noticed that the success of machine learning algorithms largely depends on other factors such as data representation (or features) [7]. As
information systems become more complex, it has been more challenging than ever to
efficiently design a ranking approach, in order to achieve a desired or optimal level of performance for a specific task. Thus, information systems from different domains often lack
a clear and efficient way to perform ranking. This makes it difficult to adapt and tune
ranking algorithms for new tasks and therefore the goal of rapid domain adaptation cannot
9
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be achieved without a well-defined ranking framework.
As a result, solving the ranking problems for complex information systems requires
more than just merely applying single ranking functions or learning to rank algorithms,
instead, it is necessary to also consider both high-level system designs and low-level process
execution.

2.4

Hypothesis

A multi-phase, multi-module system has the capacity to produce a A significant number of
both correct and incorrect candidate results. Previous ranking approaches include a) ranking via answer-specific features (answer validation and similarity) [45], b) logic reasoning
by verifying semantic relationships between the question and its candidate answers [63],
and c) heuristic-based ranking approaches [54, 101]. These approaches can be less effective
when multiple strategies are combined in each phase, especially when recall and precision
varies greatly across the combined strategies for any given input question. Localized ranking based on heuristic features is sub-optimal when upstream sources are better sources of
answer candidates, for some discernible subset of the inputs. In order to effectively merge
and rank outputs from multiple components at a particular processing step, a statisticallytrained ranking model must consider features that propagate information earlier phases in
the pipeline. Such a ranking model must learn which combination of components produces
the best output, given a particular input.
To address this problem, our proposed ranking model focuses on correlating ranking
features are drawn from every phase in a pipelined system. Intuitively, an approach which
attempts to leverage “global” information from every step in the answer generation pipeline
has the potential to learn how to rank answers more effectively than the approach that is
limited to just “local” features which are calculated over candidate answers. Our proposed
approach uses a general form of feature propagation from prior phases when ranking candidate answers, and is not prone to the weakness described above. Specifically, a multi-phase,
multi-strategy is represented by a system object graph, which offers a unified representation
for propagation of ranking information, especially useful when training ranking functions
for each phase of the system.
We hypothesize that our phased approach, using the system object graph to create
new features and feature propagation for ranking, can improve answer accuracy when
compared to common answer ranking approaches, which typically ignore information from
prior phases or dependencies among system objects (with the possible exception of local
context drawn from the answer bearing passage) [49]. In our ranking experiments, we
validate our claims using multiple data sets on two different domains 1 . Results show that
our approach outperforms several strong baseline models significantly.

1

Since we used a QA system that is not state-of-the-art as the baseline system for the experiment, we
measure significant improvement from that baseline, rather than absolute comparison to published TREC
results. Put more simply, the goal of our research is to evaluate ranking approaches, not QA systems.
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Chapter 3
Background and Related Work
In this thesis, we address the problem of phased ranking, where information systems collect
and combine evidence based on a given input (question) and score each answer candidate.
Phased ranking is complicated by 1) ever more complex information systems and 2) ranking
challenges associated with complex information systems. Phased ranking is directly related
to information system architectures in Section 3.1 and ranking frameworks in Section 3.2.
For example, Watson’s DeepQA project [28] built a complex information system providing
answers that are accurate to the users question by harnessing the technologies of natural
language processing, information retrieval, information extraction and machine learning.
As the complexity and scaling of information systems become ever greater, ranking solutions are becoming more sophisticated (e.g., from some heuristic ranking functions to
learning to rank frameworks) in order to achieve a desired or optimal level of performance
on a given task.

3.1

Information System Architectures

Previous research [28] observed that information system architectures enabled rapid integration and evaluation during development. In this section, we study the related work of
analysis stages, federated approaches used in those stages, and information system frameworks as a tool to manage system components.

3.1.1

Analysis Phases

Most factoid QA systems [36, 37, 66, 97] employ a pipeline that incorporates major phases
such as question analysis, document/passage retrieval, answer extraction and answer selection. For example, in JAVELIN [66], the question analysis phase produces question
metadata and representations such as keywords and relations; the document/passage retrieval phase searches for relevant documents or passages; the answer extraction phase
extracts a list of answer candidates from the retrieved results; and the answer selection is
a process which distinguishes the correct answer from the incorrect ones.
11
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More complex systems such as Watson’s DeepQA [26], for example, defines in a processing pipeline various analysis phases. In the question analysis phase, Watson takes a
question as an input and attempts to determine the lexical answer type it is asking for.
Next, it discovers candidate answers by integrating and expanding Watsons content, including selecting raw textual content, expanding the sources and analyzing the raw content
for building a derived resource. In this phase Watson provides the function of the search
and candidate generation to find possible answers. Then, it takes the question analysis
results as input to form a variety of different queries in multiple interpretations of the
question, which are sent into a variety of structured and unstructured sources using search
mechanisms. From those search results, a set of answer candidates are generated. Finally,
Watson collects and scores evidence for those answer candidates.
Some early QA systems are typically conceived as a “query match” approach to databases
[33, 95]. Question Answering over structured data has been traditionally addressed through
a deep analysis of the question in order to reconstruct a logical form, which is then translated into the structured query language of the target data [4, 69]. This approach implies
a complex mapping between linguistic objects (e.g. lexical items, syntactic structures)
and precompiled data objects (e.g. concepts and relations in a knowledge base). An example is the WolframAlpha ”Computational Knowledge Engine” 1 , which is designed to
perform searches and calculations over manually curated structured data. The system has
a natural-language interface, and many answers include dynamically generated data often
involving mathematical computations.
Logic reasoning or textual entailment can be viewed as an additional phase in a QA’s
system. Moldovan et al. [62] employed a pipeline with three major phases including an
answer logic form converter, a passage logic form converter, and a logic prover. In their
approach, question and passages are transformed into logical representations based on
their syntactic parses. The logic prover, COGEX, is leveraged to match the two logical
representations. The prover performs matching between the question and answer logical
representations with the aid of a large body of world knowledge axioms automatically
derived from eXtended WordNet glosses.
Similarly, structural matching [43] is another add-on phase for QA systems. Structural matching approaches parse the question answer sentences from the sources and try
to align their syntactic or semantic structures. The similarity of the question and sentence
structures can be used as confidence estimates. Punyakanok et al. [70] represented both
questions and candidate passages using dependency trees, and incorporated semantic information such as named entities in this representation. The sentence that best answers a
question is determined to be the one that minimizes the generalized edit distance between
it and the question tree, computed via an approximate tree matching algorithm. Cui et al.
[19] proposed an approach to approximate match syntactic dependency paths. They applied dependency parser to both the question and answer sentences. A relation triple is the
smallest representation of a dependency path embedded in the parsing tree of a sentence.
Each triple consists of two slots and one path of relations between them: (Slot1, Path,
Slot2), where slots are nouns and verbs, or named entities. To obtain similarity measures
1

WolframAlpha, http://www.wolframalpha.com
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between two paths, a statistical method is used to learn the similarity of relations from
training data.
Previous work also added a phase by learning question to answer transformations using
a translation model [3, 8, 23, 81]. For example, Agichtein et al. [3] learned lexical transformations from the original question (e.g., “what is a”) to a set of common search queries
(e.g., “the term” or “stands for”). Those transformed results were likely to retrieve good
candidate documents in commercial web search engines. Murdock et al. [65] studied the
problem of candidate sentence retrieval for QA and showed that a lexical translation model
can be exploited to improve factoid QA. Xue et al. [99] showed that a linear interpolation
of translation models and a query likelihood language model outperformed each individual
model. Riezler et al. [72] developed SMT-based query expansion methods and used them
for retrieval from FAQ pages.
Most existing phases are developed independently focusing on local optimization criteria, without considering the end-to-end system performance. For example, in the OpenEphyra QA system [77], the answer type is determined by a classification approach based
on a set of predefined ontology (e.g., countries, animals, and food) in the phase of question analysis that only outputs one best answer type. The generated candidates that do
not match the answer type are discarded. As a result, system performance suffers greatly
suffered from recall problems.

3.1.2

Federated Frameworks

Merging the output of multiple component algorithms to provide a single output in a
processing phase is especially relevant for complex information processing tasks where no
one approach or combination of approaches is likely to produce a satisfactory output for
all inputs [68].
The JAVELIN systems [67] brought together a collection of system components such
as question analysis, document and passage retrieval, answer candidate extraction, answer
selection, answer justification, and planning. Its Planner module was used to select and
order the execution of individual components, allowing the system to dynamically generate
multiple processing strategies and re-plan when the system is performing various questionanswering tasks.
The architecture of Watson’s DeepQA [26] defines in a processing pipeline various
analysis stages where each stage admits multiple and parallel implementations that are
independent and can produce alternative results. For example, Watson employs several
search strategies to exploit the relationship between titles and content in title-oriented
documents (e.g., encyclopedia articles) to improve search quality. When the correct answer
is the title of the document that answers the question, Watson adopts a document-oriented
search strategy to find documents that, as a whole, best match the question. A Document
search rank and a search score are associated with each result, which is used as features for
scoring candidate answers. However, for documents whose titles appear in the question,
Watson adopts a passage search strategy including adapting both Indri’s passage search
and a Lucene’s retrieval approach. The passage rank is used as a feature for scoring
candidate answers extracted from that passage. The query-dependent similarity score is
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combined with the query-independent scores such as sentence offsets, sentence length and
number of named entities to determine the overall search score for each passage. In the last
case, Watson used traditional passage search and scoring strategies [88] for the documents
whose title is neither the answer nor in the question.
The idea of federated systems has been particularly relevant for the development of
information systems. In NLP, such frameworks have been applied to tasks such as information retrieval [79], question answering [67], word sense disambiguation [73], parsing [75],
and machine translation [91]. For example, in the area of question answering, the JAVELIN
system [67] is a multi-source and multi-strategy approach question answering system that
adopted a modular and extensible architecture that allows for multiple answering agents
to process an input question. Some other systems combine multiple knowledge sources
from both structured databases and unstructured sources to validate the correctness of
answer candidates [11, 77, 78, 96], or to implement multi-strategy approaches for answer
extraction, ranging from simple factoid database lookup to complex machine learning-based
named entity extraction (JAVELIN [67] and CHAUCER [39]).
Although many systems allow for multiple and parallel implementations of phases,
traditional approaches to multi-strategy QA systems only focus on a few phases, and
do not adequately attend to the dependencies between implementations from different
phases. For example, the JAVELIN system [67] focuses on multiple answering agents
with multiple knowledge sources but ignores relations between phases. In a QA system,
a passage retrieval implementation with geographic knowledge sources can be a better fit
for the question analysis implementation with geographic ontology.

3.1.3

Information System Frameworks

Software frameworks which support integration and scaling of analysis algorithms make it
possible to build complex, high-performance information systems [34]. JAVELIN systems
[67] adopt a utility-based planner with a modular architecture to the control of the questionanswering process. Its planner begins after an initial analysis of the input question and
then solves a planning problem describing the initial information state regarding the type
of the question. Finally it invokes components to maximize the expected utility of the
information produced.
IBM Watson built the Unstructured Information Management Architecture (UIMA)
[28] to facilitate the task of developing analytic components for complex information systems. UIMA is a component software architecture that provides a general platform for
integrating system components for text, speech, and image processing. The Apache UIMA
framework is an Apache licensed, open source implementation of the UIMA Architecture
that supports developers to run their UIMA component implementations. There are several
essential UIMA concepts listed as follows.
1. Analysis Engines (AEs) are UIMA’s basic building blocks and are composed to perform analysis tasks. The outputs of AEs are called analysis results, typically representing meta-data about the analysis content.
2. Annotators are components that contain analysis used to construct Analysis Engines
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by analyzing contents (e.g., web pages, images, or video streams) to create analysis results. Annotators produce their analysis results in the form of typed Feature
Structures, simple data structures that have a type and a set of (attribute, value)
pairs.
3. Common Analysis Structure (CAS) are used to represent all feature structures (e.g.,
use the CAS to represent a parse tree for a document), which serve as the central
data structure through which all UIMA components communicate.
IBMs Watson DeepQA [28] was built based on the UIMA architecture that supports the
system-level experiments that brought together multiple processing steps and analysis components.
The CSE framework [103] is another framework built as an extension to the UIMA
framework. Unlike the UIMA framework, the CSE framework is designed to automatically
explore the space of system configurations and determine the optimal combination of tools
and parameter settings for a given task. CSE defines and manages the entire software
development process with the help of Extended Configuration Descriptor (ECD), which is
a YAML-based execution process description language that extends the description languages in the UIMA framework. ECDs multi-layered design separates the component-level
descriptors from the pipeline-level descriptors. It provides a high level, configurable representation of information systems and supports the execution of all possible component
configurations and tuning of parameters. The CSE framework is to enable automatic construction and optimization of execution processes based on ECD framework. The CSE
framework with the built-in exploration strategy was first used to optimize biomedical information retrieval system for the TREC Genomics tasks over configurations of components
and parameter values.
Different from this proposed work, existing information system frameworks mainly focus
on system component management in terms of software engineering, or searching configuration spaces, rather than end-to-end overall performance that requires combining all the
possible components of each phase in the pipeline. For example, UIMA framework is a
suite of toolkits that standardize information systems in terms of a set of basic elements
such as types, analysis components, and workflows; however, it does not directly facilitate
the analytics task by collecting evidence from its phases to support the ranking decision.
CSE framework optimizes component configurations by selecting components to form the
one best pipeline rather than combining different components that have their own strengths
and weaknesses.

3.2

Ranking Frameworks

A ranking framework can adopt heuristic ranking functions, learning to rank approaches
or multi-stage re-rank approaches.
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3.2.1

Heuristic Ranking functions

Early ranking models used heuristic ranking functions such as filtering or answer validation. Filtering [17] is often used in numerical questions or questions asking for geographic
locations. The obvious wrong answers are typically filtered out from the answer candidate
list. Magnini et al. [53] proposed two answer ranking functions: a statistical approach and
a content-based approach. Those two approaches form a query from question keywords
and an answer candidate and send it to Web Search. The former approach computes answer relevance scores by using the number of hits from the question keywords, the answer
candidate, and the combination of the question keywords and the answer candidate. The
latter approach counts the word distance between an answer candidate and a question
keyword in each text snippet, then calculates an answer relevance score using the distance.

3.2.2

Learning to Rank

In factoid question answering, the problem of answer ranking and selection can be cast into
either a classification problem or a ranking problem. Ittycheriah et al. [56] used a learning
approach to find answers by maximizing the conditional probability p(c|a, q), where c takes
on 1 or 0 as value and denotes being correct or incorrect, and q denotes a question and a
denotes an answer candidate. The distribution is used to measure the correctness c of the
answer a and question q. A hidden variable was introduced to represent the class of the
answer e (answer types) as follows,
X
p(c|a, q) =
p(c|e, a, q)p(e|a, q)
(3.1)
e

Where the terms p(e|a, q) and p(c|e, a, q) are the answer type problem and the answer
selection problem. The distribution p(c|e, a, q) is estimated by using the maximum entropy
approach. Thirty one features are included in this approach, such as a search engine’s
document rank feature, sentence features and answer candidate string features.
Echihabi and Marcu [22] adapted a noisy-channel approach (IBM model 4) for the task
of factoid QA. In this model, a given sentence which may contain an answer candidate a, is
rewritten into the question q through a sequence of stochastic operations. Given a corpus
of question-answer pairs, a probabilistic model is trained for estimating the conditional
probability p(q|a). Once the parameters of this model are learned, given a question and
the set of sentences S returned by an IR engine, this approach tries to find a sentence
si ∈ S and an answer aj in it by searching for the (si , aj ) that maximizes the conditional
probability p(q|si , aj ).
Ko et al. [45] proposed an independent prediction model which estimates the probability
of an individual answer candidate using multiple answer relevance and similarity features.
The model is implemented with logistic regression, which is a discriminative method that
directly models P (c|q, a) by learning parameters from training data as follows.
p(c|q, a) =

exp(α +

PK1

1 + exp(α +

PK2
k=1 βk relk (a) +
k=1 λk simk (a))
PK1
P
K2
k=1 βk relk (a) +
k=1 λk simk (a))
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Where K1 and K2 are the number of feature functions for answer relevance and answer
similarity scores respectively, relk (a) is a feature function used to produce an answer relevance score for an individual answer candidate a, and simk (a) is a scoring function used
to calculate an answer similarity between a and all the other answer candidates.
An undirected graphical model was developed later by Ko et al. [44] to estimate the
joint probability of the correctness of all answer candidates, given the pairwise similarity
between each pair of answer candidates and the relevance score for each candidate. A
Boltzmann machine was adopted for this approach, where each answer candidate Ai is a
node Si associated with its binary value represents answer correctness. As each node has
a binary value (either 0 or 1), this model uses the answer relevance scores only when an
answer candidate is correct and uses the answer similarity scores only when both answer
candidates are correct. This prevents the biased influence of incorrect similar answers.
Learning to rank methods have been effectively applied to information retrieval tasks.
These methods focus on learning a model to find the appropriate document ranking according to their relevancy. Some recent work in learning to rank have also been applied to
QA tasks. For example, Agarwal et al. [2] applied different learning to rank approaches including three main categories: pointwise methods, pairwise methods, and listwise methods,
as follows.
1. Pointwise methods treat the ranking problem as a standard classification or a regression task.
2. Pairwise methods like FRank [89], SVMRank [42], RankNet [13], RankBoost [31] aim
to learn the pairwise preference of candidate answers rather than their absolute rank.
3. Listwise methods operate on the entire list of candidate answers. In listwise methods,
a direct loss (an appropriate evaluation measure defined by the user) is minimized
between the true ranks of the list and the estimated ranks of the list. Examples
of listwise methods are LambdaRank [14], Coordinate-Ascent [57], AdaRank [98],
ListNet [15] and [104].
Existing learning to rank approaches mainly focus on learning the mapping of an input
vector to a member of an ordered set of numerical ranks, rather than learning feature
representations about information systems. The key difference from previous work is that
our proposed approach concentrates on linking the ranking problem to the phases of a
pipeline. In this way, dependencies of system objects (inputs, models, and outputs) can
be explored for any information processing pipeline.

3.2.3

Multi-stage Re-Rank

Re-ranking is a popular approach in multi-strategy QA systems. As answer candidates
come from different agents with different score distributions, simple confidence-based voting
has been used to merge the top five answers returned by multiple QA agents [17]. As a more
advanced approach, a maximum-entropy model has been used to rerank the top 50 answer
candidates returned from three different answering strategies [24]. This model improved the
performance of answer selection by combining complementary results provided by different
answering strategies.
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Burger et al. [12] applied ensemble methods to combine the 67 runs submitted to
the TREC 11 QA track, using an equal-weighted centroid method for selecting among
the 67 proposed answers for each question. Agarwal et al. [2] used two classical rank
aggregation techniques including Borda and Kemeny to aggregating rankings of rankers.
In Borda aggregation, each ranker assigns a score to each candidate, which is the number of
candidates below it in each rankers preferences. The Borda aggregation is the descending
order arrangement of the average Borda score for each candidate averaged across all ranker
preferences. A Kemeny optimal aggregation is an aggregation that has the minimum
number of pairwise disagreements with all rankers, i.e., a choice of τ that minimizes
1X
rk(τ, τi )
(3.3)
K(τ, τ1 , ..., τr ) =
r i=1
where the function k(τ, τi ) is the Kendall tau distance measured by the agreements between
any two rankers.
Watson [32] used a seven-stage ranking framework for selecting the best answer candidates. Those phases in Watsons for Jeopardy! are summarized as follows:
1. Hitlist Normalization Answers begin at the Hitlist Normalization phase. At the start
of this phase, answers whose string values are identical are merged. After merging,
the standardized feature values are computed. The answers are then sent to one of
a set of routes based on how the question was classified.
2. Base At the start of the base phase, answers are ranked according to the scores assigned by the Hitlist Normalization phase, and only the 100 highest scoring answers
from that phase are retained. With at most 100 answers per question, the standardized features are recomputed. The base phase provides the same set of routes as the
previous phase.
3. Transfer Learning The score assigned to each answer by the model in the base phase is
provided as an input feature to the Transfer Learning phase. In the transfer learning
phase, last phases output is used as a feature into a specialized model. In the case
of logistic regression, which uses a linear combination of weights, the weights that
are learned in the transfer phase can be roughly interpreted as an update to the
parameters learned from the general task.
4. Answer Merging The Answer Merging phase combines equivalent answers. It uses
a variety of resources to determine equivalence. It uses the results of the previous
phase to determine which of the various forms being merged is canonical. In other
words, Among the identical answers, a canonical form is selected by considering the
evidence score.
5. Elite The elite phase works similar as the base phase but employs only the top five
answers from the previous phase.
6. Evidence Diffusion The Evidence Diffusion phase is similar to the Answer Merging
phase but combines evidence from related answers instead of equivalent ones.
7. Multi-Answers The Multi-Answer phase provides one additional type of merging
that is only invoked for questions that ask for a list of answers; it combines multiple
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answers from earlier phases into a final answer.
So far as we know, there has been little research on an object ranking model for a general
information processing framework that allows any algorithm to be easily incorporated into
any phase of an information processing system. The Watson system [28, 32] incorporated
a multi-strategy, phased approach to ranking candidate answers, but did not present a
general approach to object ranking that can be applied to any set of information processing
steps. Our ranking approach models the information propagated from preceding phases
to inform the ranking decision. Our approach is motivated by existing multi-strategy QA
systems [17, 67, 77] and proposes a general framework that can be used to integrate an
arbitrary number of phases, each phase integrating multiple strategies.
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Chapter 4
Representing an Information System
as a System Object Graph
Given an information system for a specific domain, how do we perform ranking of a set
of outputs such that “good” ones come before “bad” ones? Similar to the idea “You shall
know a word by the company it keeps”, we hypothesize that we shall know an output
by the derivation paths that produced it. In other words, evidence from the derivation
paths can provide important ranking information to compare various outputs. Consider
the simple phase which has two modules M1 and M2, shown in Figure 4.1. Given the same
input I, the output O1 is derived from the path I→M1→O1 and output O2 is derived from
a different path I→M2→O2. It is possible that O1 is to be ranked higher than O2 because
M1 generally produces more accurate results than M2 does. Since each output can have
its unique derivation path, it is natural and intuitive to define a system object graph to
represent the derivation path space. To perform ranking, we introduce the derivation path
to capture the important characteristics of a output to distinguish from the other outputs.
This chapter gives the formal definition of a system object graph, a generalized, unifying
representation for the information system. Typically, an information system consists of
a number of processing steps arranged in series, and each component is described by its
input(s) and output(s). All complex information systems that consist of multiple processing
steps can be reduced to the system object graph representation described here. What is
perhaps most distinctive about the system object graph is its naturalness in formulating
models of complex phenomena in information systems.

4.1

What is a System Object Graph?

The objects contained in a system object graph can be roughly distributed into five groups:
system input (the initial form of information need such as a question or a query), system
phases (critical steps of data processing and analysis), system modules (various concrete
implementations of system phases), internal outputs (the output of each phase); system
output (the desired information such as correct answers to a question or relevant documents to a query). An output can be associated with a combination of original input,
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Input

Modules

Output

I

M

O

M1

O1

M2

O2

I
M1
M2
(a)

(b)

Figure 4.1: (a) is a simple example phase, which has a set of input I, a set of output O and
two modules M1 and M2. (b) shows two derivation paths for outputs O1 and O2 produced
by (a).

internal outputs, and modules of phases. These variables and their relations can be further
abstracted as a derivation path in a pipeline.
Since various outputs can be generated, the set of all derivation paths comprise the
system object graph. We formally define the system object graph and the derivation path
as follows.
Definition 1 A system object graph G = {P1 , ..., Pn } is a graph that is constructed
by a set of sub-graphs or phases from the first phase P1 to the n-th phase Pn . From a
system object graph, a derivation path for an output O is an instantiated execution path
γ: [P1 (O), Pn (O)] where P1 (O) is the initial phase, Pn (O) is the final point.
In general, a system object graph G(V, E) is a graph, where V are the nodes and E
are the edges of the graph. Each node v ∈ V or each edge e ∈ E belongs to a particular
sub-graph named a phase.
In Figure 4.2, we present the system object graph which describes a sequential-phased
information system. Although parallel phases are entirely possible in a graph, the special
distinguishing feature of this system object graph example is that all its nodes are simplified
to be arranged in sequential order from left to right. The input object I can be a question
or a query. Each phase takes the output from the previous phase as input. The input will
be processed though multiple modules M per phase, in parallel, to generate a candidate
set of results R. This process ends at the T -th phase which generates the final output O.
A phased ranking model may be used at the end of a phase to collect and merge all the
results generated by different modules.
For example, consider a QA system which has a pipelined architecture that contains
sequential processing phases. Question analysis, passage retrieval, candidate extraction,
answer ranking comprise the system object graph for a typical four-phase answer generation task in a QA system. The first phase in the pipeline, question analysis, classifies
the input question into one of the predefined categories, and represents the information
need of the given question. The information need is then passed to the phase of passage
retrieval to retrieve a set of relevant passages. Those retrieved passages are supplied to
22
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Phase 1

Phase T

NM1
NR1
NMT
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R1

...

MT

NA
O

Figure 4.2: A system object graph for a general information system. Nodes are linearly
arranged by processing order.

the candidate extraction phase to generate possible answers, namely answer candidates.
In the third phase, the system detects named entities as answer candidates by using multiple information extractors, and finally those answer candidates are merged together and
ranked as the final answer list.

4.1.1

Phases

We introduce the term phase to capture each important execution step of an information
system. The initial phase starts with processing the system input, which will be processed
by multiple modules in parallel to generate outputs. The following phase takes the outputs
from the previous phase as its own input, and then process the input to produce the output
of this phase. The similar process continues until the final phase ends with producing the
system output as the final results.
Definition 2 A phase P = (VI , VM , VO , E) is a graph representing a processing step of
an information system, where VI is a set of input nodes, VM is a set of module nodes, VO
is a set of output nodes, E is a set of direct edges denoting dependencies for the phase P.
The idea of a phase is shown in Figure 4.3. Specifically, we let a node O be the input
of the phase. The input node is sent into the parallel modules from M1 to MN . Those
modules process the data and generate the output nodes from O1 to OK . In this graph, we
denote the input and the output by shading the corresponding nodes to distinguish them
from module nodes. A plate is used to capture the replication of the nodes for the same
phase as an alternative representation, as shown in Figure 4.4.
As an example, consider the task of Named Entity Recognition as a t-th phase of an
information system, where the input I is a tuple (entity type, document) and the output
O = O1 , ..., OK is a list of named entities that match the entity type. A module M1 could
be a rule-based named entity extractor, M2 could be a CRF-based named entity extractor,
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M3

…

…

MN

OK-1

OK

Figure 4.3: A graphical representation of a phase.

and M3 could be a dictionary lookup based named entity extractor. In this way, it is
straightforward to represent a task or a step of an information system as a phase.

4.1.2

Nodes

One of the basic elements of a phase is called a node. There are three different types of
nodes V = {VI , VM , VO } according to the concept of a phase.
Definition 3 A node v can be an input node v ∈ VI denoting an input unit of a phase, a
module node v ∈ VM representing a module of a phase, or an output node v ∈ VO denoting
a produced result unit of a phase.
Each node can be associated with a variable in order to model the pipelined system.
For example, the variable of an output node can be described as y = fit (x, ω), where x is
a variable of an input node produced by previous phase, fit is the i-th processing function
of the t-th phase, and ω is a set of input parameters. A module node can be associated
with a variable that simply indicating the status of the module.

4.1.3

Edges

Another basic element of a phase is an edge. We define an edge as follows.
Definition 4 An edge is a dependency between two related nodes.
Various dependencies can be applied to a phase and to a system object graph. We list
some possible dependencies for a phase as follows.
1. Input-Module Dependency (I→M), the modules are dependent on the input.
2. Module-Output Dependency (M→O), the outputs are dependent on the module.
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I
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Oj
K
N
Figure 4.4: An alternative and more compact representation of a phase.
As an example, consider the phase of Named Entity Recognition. Modules are usually
developed for annotating entities of the different types. It can be more appropriate to use
a particular named entity extractor to annotate entities of “number” type than to use the
other extractors. And therefore, a module’s performance can be dependent on the input.
For the same entity type, a rule-based named entity extractor often has better precision
but lower recall compared with a CRF-based named entity extractor. Due to this fact, the
output entities are dependent on the modules that generate them.
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Chapter 5
Modeling the System Object Graph
for Phased Ranking
This chapter introduces a ranking approach for an information system based on modeling
a given system object graph described in Section 4.

5.1

What is Phased Ranking?

A phased ranking model is a general ranking approach for multi-phase, multi-module information systems. Many information systems incorporate multiple phases and each phase
may have multiple modules with various algorithms or methods to achieve acceptable robustness and overall performance. Such systems may produce and rank a large number
of candidate results. Prior work [45] includes models that rank a particular type of information object (e.g. a retrieved document, a factoid answer) using features specific to
that information type, without attempting to make use of other non-local features (e.g.
features of the upstream information source), and therefore may not be effective enough
for an information system. A phased ranking model is a supervised classification that
allows each phase in a system to leverage information propagated from preceding phases
to inform the ranking decision. This is accomplished by modeling a system object graph
which represents all of the objects created during system execution, object dependencies
(e.g. provenance), and ranking feature values extracted for a specific object.

5.2

Ranking Framework

As described in Section 4, the system object graph consists of a sequence of phases from
P1 to PT , where each phase Pt contains module nodes M which produce a collection of
output nodes O. In this way, it is easy to trace the derivation path of an output node at any
phase, and those different output nodes in the same phase can be compared by collecting
evidence from their derivation paths. As well, those similar output nodes produced in the
same phase provide additional evidence, for the reason that relevant information may be
presented in different ways and tend to be redundant [52]. To rank output nodes, the
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above notions are captured by three steps. First, we apply a cascade model to increasingly
collect ranking features of each phase. Second, we use a voting model to merge and score
similar output nodes. Finally, we learn a ranking model by jointly considering the cascade
model and the voting model. We now describe each aspect of the proposed phased model
approach in more detail.

5.2.1

Problem Definition

We formulate the ranking problem through the definitions given below.
Definition 5 The ranking problem for the t-th phase of a system object graph is to find
an ordering ω of a set of output nodes O produced by the t-th phase such that any k-length
prefix of ω(O) is the best possible k output nodes.
Since our goal is to generate an ordering per phase, a ranking function should be defined
to map the output nodes to the ordering.
Definition 6 A phased ranking model for the t-th phase is defined as a function
ω = f (O, P1 , ..., Pt , I)

(5.1)

where I is the input set and Pi is the i-th phase, 1 ≤ i ≤ t.
The above ranking function f is used to map a set of output nodes O to the position
vector 1, 2, ..., N . In other words, the proposed model is a ranking model f : Od 7→ O
such that the ranking order of a set of output is specified by the real value that f takes,
specifically, f (Oi ) > f (Oj ) means that the model asserts that the i-th output node Oi is
more relevant than the j-th output node Oj . Usually, the input I and phases P can be
ignored from Equation 5.1, if the output nodes are produced by the same phase.
Definition 7 The phased ranking’s learning problem is defined as a process of learning the
phased ranking model f from the given training instances {ω i , Oi , P1i , ..., Pti , I i , ω i }, where
Oi is the output nodes, P i is a phase and ω i is the ground-truth label corresponding to the
i-th input I i . The learning process can be formulated as the process of minimizing the loss
function
X
f ∗ = argmin
∆(ωi , f (Oi , P1i , ..., Pti , I i ))
(5.2)
f

i

∗

where f is the ranking function estimated from training instances by minimizing the
loss function, ∆ means the loss between the ground-truth ω i and the prediction ω̂ i =
f (Oi , P1i , ..., Pti , I i ).
The phased ranking problem description leaves several issues to be addressed more
explicitly for resolving the cost minimization problem in Equation 5.2. First, a function
definition of the ranking model f in Equation 5.1 is needed. Second, the loss function
needs to be designed carefully. Third, the learning algorithm should be specified and
the optimization problem should be solved efficiently. In this chapter, we will provide
a function definition of the ranking model f (Oi , P1i , ..., Pti , I i ). In next chapter, we will
provide a general framework to resolve the rest implementation issues in order to apply
the phased ranking model to an information system.
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5.2.2

Cascade Model

We describe a cascade model that uses features derived from each phase of the system
object graph to produce a normalized score for comparing different output nodes.
In general, the cascade model consists of a sequence of feature sets {φ1 , . . . , φT }, where
each feature set φt is extracted from the t-th phase of a system object graph. The cascade
model for an output node O from the T -th phase therefore has the following form:
r(OT ) =

T
X

Λt φt (OT )

(5.3)

t=1

where φt (OT ) is a set of feature functions scoring OT at the t-th phase, and Λk is the
weight vector to be learned.
The cascade model includes three kinds of features: a) features computed for a module
in a current phase (Model Object Features), b) features computed for an output of the
current phase (Output Object Features), and c) features which propagate information
from preceding phases which can be useful for ranking a current phase’s output objects
(Dependency Features). The most important innovation of the proposed model is the
inclusion of Dependency Features, along with a means to automatically compute their
weights from training data; these features make it possible to learn when performance of
a module in the current phase depends on the nature of of the original input, a preceding
module or a prior output object. When applied in a solution where multiple modules
are used in a given phase, these features make it possible to learn when one module’s
output should be preferred over that of another, given their derivation graphs and features
extracted from them.

5.2.3

Relevance Voting

Previous work [44] shows that it is advantageous to estimate the probability of answers
in a joint manner; however, the empirical results reported in [44] were limited to the case
where only 10 answer candidates were considered per question (to limit complexity of the
required computations over a joint graphical model). Such a constraint is too limiting for
complex systems that produce thousands of candidate results. To overcome this limitation,
we describe a relevance voting approach to model the relationship between output objects.
The relevance voting approach is based on two hypotheses. First, the probability that an
output object is correct is dependent on the output object’s relevance and the relevance of
its similar neighbors. Second, the relevance derived from two text contexts for an output
object is independent (e.g., the fact that “Vesuvius destroyed the ancient city of Pompeii”
can be found in many documents, but those documents are unlikely to be connected).
We assume the graph G consists of n output objects OT from the T -th phase. The
relevance of all the output objects from r(Ot1 ) to r(Otn ) which are known variables modeled
by Equation 5.3. We define the conditional probability over the random variables in G as
( n
)
X
1
wki r(Otk )
(5.4)
P (Oti |r(Ot1 ), ..., r(Otn )) = exp
Z
k=0
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where n P
is the total number of the output objects produced in the t-th phase, Z =
P
n
n
i=0 exp
k=0 wki r(Otk ) normalizes the distribution, and wki is the weight given from
Otk to Oti , indicating how much relevance from node Otk can be transferred to node Oti in
the current phase.
Output similarity functions can be defined to decide the weights w
~ (Equation 5.4). For
example, in the answer ranking stage, we define the weight of relevance transferred from
Ai to itself as 1. If two answer candidates Ai and Aj represent different concepts, then
they are mutually exclusive answer candidates and their transfer weights to each other
should be 0. If we detect that they may represent the same concept or related concepts,
their weights can be proportional to the similarity. Based on a similarity function, we
can replace wki with Sim(Ok , Oi ) in Equation 5.4. In this paper, we define the similarity
function as
(
1 if Ok = Oi ,
Simk6=i (Ok , Oi ) =
(5.5)
0 Otherwise.
where Ok equals Oi implies identical surface text. There are two advantages when using
this similarity function: a) near-redundant information can provide stronger evidence when
identifying the most likely output object, and b) by merging redundant output objects,
the final ranked output object has higher value when there are multiple correct answers.

5.2.4

Output Ranking

Given both the cascade model in Section 5.2.2 and the propagation model in Section 5.2.3,
we now turn to the problem of answer ranking by integrating the two models.
The cascade model defined in Equation 5.3 is a linear model consisting of m features
from the three perspectives: the module objects, the output objects, and the dependencies.
We rewrite the Equation 5.3 as
rt (Ot ) =

m
X

λj fj (Ot )

(5.6)

j=1

where fj is the feature function extracted for ranking output objects and λi is the weight
given to that particular feature function. Substituting this back into Equation 5.4, we have
the following ranking function,
InP (Oti |r(Ot1 ), ..., r(Otn )) ∝
=

n
X

wki

m
X

λj fj (Oti )

k=1

j=1

m
X

( n
X

j=1

λj

)

(5.7)

wki fj (Oti )

k=1

Equation 5.7 suggests that instead of directly estimating relevance rt (Ot ), we can learn
the ranking model by merging output objects through aggregating the features of similar
output objects: for real valued features, we sum up the values; for binary features, we
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define this sum as the “and” operator. In this way, we are able to jointly optimize output
object relevance and output object similarity by using a learning to rank approach.
For the T -th phase, the output object set OT is ranked according to the ranking score
of each output object, and the top ranked output objects are selected as the final output.
In particular, during final answer selection, the top ranked answer candidate would be
selected as the final answer (and final system output).

5.3

Feature Models

If an output object Ot is produced at the t-th phase, its generation path can be represented
as I → M1Ot → O1Ot → ... → MTOt → Ot . Using this path, we can estimate the trustworthiness of a module, and also collect evidence for the correctness of an output object. These
dependencies can be used to model the relationship between the generation path and the
likelihood of a correct output object.
Based on those intuitions, features are extracted from the three types of objects associated with each phase: the module objects, the output objects, and their dependencies. We
combine the module object feature φM , the output object features φO , and the dependency
features φD into a single feature vector φt = [φM |φO |φD ] at each phase St for the cascade
model. Now we describe the details of features derived from the different types of objects
in the generation path.

5.3.1

The Module Object Perspective

From the module perspective, features use evidence from the module objects in a phase to
model the likelihood of a correct output. The model features are binary-valued features
which indicate which model(s) an output object is generated from. For example, given the
TREC11 question 1496 “What country is Berlin in?”, assume a Wikipedia-based search
agent retrieves the passage “1936 Summer Olympics held in Berlin, Germany”, and a
Twitter-based agent returns the passage “McDonalds in Berlin sells McRib all year and
serves beer! I thought America was the greatest country!”. In this case, we may expect a
ranking model to learn that passages retrieved from Wikipedia are more highly weighted
than passages retrieved from Twitter, when used as a source of answers for geographical
location questions.

5.3.2

The Output Object Perspective

From the output object perspective, features are derived from output objects with prior
knowledge, reflecting how likely a decision (or output object) in a phase can lead to a
correct output object. Two types of features can be extracted depending on whether the
output objects are drawn from predefined categories. If the feature values are drawn from
predefined categories (e.g., detected answer types), we use a binary vector to indicate the
category value(s). For example, consider TREC11 question 1396 (“What is the name
of the volcano that destroyed the ancient city of Pompeii?”); during question analysis,
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the answer types “Location”, “Mountain” or “Volcano” might be detected. If an output
object is not drawn from predefined categories, we represent an output object via suitable
relevance features. For example, when retrieving documents from a web search engine,
useful information about each document returned (bag-of-words, rank position) can be
normalized and represented as a feature value.

5.3.3

The Dependency Perspective

We have defined the features from both independent module object and output object perspectives based on the assumption that objects in the system object graph are conditionally
independent. However, the relations of those objects are not considered. In previous research, relations between nodes are heuristically selected and modeled. For example, in a
factoid QA system, the correct answer text is likely to appear in close proximity to at least
some of the question keyterms. The correctness of an answer is estimated using a question keyterm matching approach based on web search [45, 52]. The relationship between
question and an answer text is specific to QA.
In order to provide a more general solution for information systems, we model the relationships between nodes as dependencies. Features are extracted from those dependencies
of a system object graph. We refer to this problem as dependency feature extraction, and
address two main topics:
1. How can we formally define a dependency to capture the various relations of module
objects and output objects?
2. Given those relations, is it possible to formally define the feature types that can easily
create a standard set of features for ranking?
To address the first issue, we define eight relations between various types of objects
(I, M, O) in a system object graph. An overview of the dependency structures is shown
in Table 5.1. Each dependency structure is represented as A − B, which means that
the variable A and B are related. Although it is entirely possible to define some other
structures, in this paper we only consider length-2 dependency structures (in the rest of
the paper we will use the term “dependency” as an alternative of “dependency structure”).
To address the second issue, we define three possible types of feature functions for each
dependency, according to the type of variables of a dependency.
Type I. We extract a binary valued vector if both the variables within a dependency
are drawn from predefined categories. One such example is the dependency M 0 − M ,
where variable M represents a module object drawn from current phase and variable M 0
represents a module object drawn from previous phase, the total number of features is
|NM | × |NM 0 |.
Type II. We can estimate the similarity between two objects as a ranking feature,
if neither of the objects is drawn from predefined categories, or there are dependencies
between input and output objects that we want to model. One example is the dependency
I − O. The similarity can be estimated between the input object (I) and the document
or passage (O) retrieved. Similarity functions can be defined or chosen from standard
approaches.
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Table 5.1: Dependency structures of a general system object graph.
Name
I −M
M0 − M
O0 − M
I −O
M −O
M0 − O
O0 − O
O−O

Description
Dependency between current phase module objects (M ) and input question
(I)
Dependency between current phase module objects (M ) and module objects
(M 0 ) from a preceding phase
Dependency between current phase module objects (M ) and output objects
(O0 ) from a preceding phase
Dependency between current phase output objects (O) and input question (I)
Dependency between current phase output objects (O) and its module objects
(M )
Dependency between current phase output objects (O) and module objects
(M 0 ) from a preceding phase
Dependency between current phase output objects (O) and output objects
(O0 ) from a preceding phase
Dependency between output objects of current phase

Type III. Dependency features can be a real valued vector if only one of the two
variables within a dependency is drawn from predefined categories. One such example is
the dependency M − O, an relevance score (e.g., tf.idf) could be estimated as a variable for
an object O. Those relevance scores are required to be calculated in advance to associate
with the object O. Choices of those scores can be the output object features of O and
dependency features I − O. In this case, the number of features for the relationship O − M
should be |NM |.
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Chapter 6
Case Study: Question Answering
In this chapter we describe how to apply the phased ranking model to the task of question
answering for answer ranking. Among question answering tasks in language processing,
answer ranking has received much attention, with the development of standard evaluation
datasets and extensive comparison among methods. The phased answer ranking approach
allows answer ranking in a QA system to leverage information propagated from preceding
phases, specifically, question analysis, passage retrieval and candidate extraction, to inform
the ranking decision. Experimental results show that our proposed approach significantly
outperforms comparable answer ranking models.

6.1

Task Description

The factoid question answering task requires systems to return exact answers drawn from
a large corpus of newspaper articles in response to open-domain questions in a natural
language such as TREC11 question 1396 “What is the name of the volcano that destroyed
the ancient city of Pompeii?” We follow the standard evaluation [92] which is in an automatic way that each response was judged by the answer key “Vesuvius”; a response is
marked correct if an answer to the question matches the answer key exactly. In contrast,
returned text that cannot match the string pattern of the answer key is simply judged to
be incorrect. The possible outcome of a judgment may include the following two cases:
1. Correct: the returned answer string matches exactly the answer key in the form of
regular expression.
2. Incorrect: the returned answer string does not contain a right answer, the answer
contains a right answer but more than just the answer.

6.1.1

Evaluation metrics

All our results are measured in TOP@1 [26], MRR@5 [92], and Recall@10 [26] based on
answer keys. Our TOP@1 measure is the number of top 1 correct answers divided by the
total number of questions. MRR5@ is the average of mean reciprocal rank of the top 5
answers. Recall@10 or “candidate binary recall at top 10” is computed as the percentage of
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Table 6.1: The TREC questions used in the application.
TREC 9
693

TREC 10
500

TREC 11
500

TREC 12
413

questions for which the correct answer is generated as a candidate at top 10. In particular,
they are defined as follows,
|Q|

1 X
I(Correct answer @ 1)
TOP@1 =
|Q| i=1
|Q|

1 X 1
MRR@N =
|Q| i=1 ranki
|Q|

1 X
Recall@N =
I(Correct answer @ N)
|Q| i=1

6.1.2

Dataset

The proposed method was evaluated on factoid questions from TREC 9 through TREC
12. The questions and corresponding answer keys can be obtained from the NIST website.
We use the same experimental settings presented in [76], in that NIL questions without
answer keys are removed. Often there is more than one acceptable answer for a question.
Since our goal is to measure and compare the learning capacity of different models, we only
use the answer keys found in the NIST website as the acceptable answers to train and test
our models. The number of questions for those TREC tasks is summarized in Table 6.1.

6.2

System Overview

A question answering system provides specific answers to questions posed by users in
human language. For example, consider the TREC11 question 1396 “What is the name
of the volcano that destroyed the ancient city of Pompeii?” asked by a user who may be
interested in history. The QA system may reply Vesuvius, Italy, Naples, etc. There is no
doubt that existing search engines, with Google at the top, have remarkable capabilities to
answer the question. In terms of input, a QA system supports natural language questions
as opposed to search engines simple and short queries. With respect to output, QA systems
answer users question by using concise pieces of text that are accurate to the point. In
contrast, traditional search engines typically return ranked lists of relevant documents,
which the user must then read to locate and justify the information he or she was looking
for.
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Figure 6.1: A typical QA system’s architecture.
Pipelined QA systems have similar architectures according to previous work [67]. A QA
system typically contains four main components consisting of question analysis, document
or passage retrieval, candidate extraction and answer ranking. Figure 6.1 shows such a
simplified QA system pipeline. To represent the information need of the given question,
question analysis derives lexical, syntactic and semantic information. The information
need is then fed into the phase of passage retrieval, which composes queries to perform
passage search. Those retrieved passages are supplied to the candidate extraction phase to
generate answer candidates. Finally, the answer ranking phase ranks and selects correct
answers from the set of answer candidates with machine learning algorithms.
To compare the performance of our model with previous work on answer ranking, we
built a baseline QA system using existing software (OpenEphyra 1 and some other available
resources). In this section, we provide details of the baseline QA system.

6.2.1

Question Analysis

In the question analysis phase, a variety of core approaches are applied to the question to
represent information needs. First, the question string key terms and phrases are identified. Those key terms and phrases are then used to compose queries for search engines.
Function words or stop words that carry little semantic information (e.g., auxiliary verbs)
are removed from the original question. Common types of phases, such as person, location,
and date, are detected by using named entity recognizers. Second, questions are analyzed
and represented by syntactic and semantic information. Features extracted from syntactic
and semantic information are used to perform the answer type classification task.
A key function of the question analysis phase is answer type classification, which assigns
the expected type of the answer based on a predefined set of types. For example, the
TREC11 question 1396 “What is the name of the volcano that destroyed the ancient city
of Pompeii?” seeks an answer that is a name, a location, more specifically a volcano.
Answer type information is further used to filter out the answer candidates that do not
match the type. Similar to the above example, many questions can be assigned to a set of
types, from general to specific. And therefore, ontologies are constructed with hierarchy
1

OpenEphyra, http://www.ephyra.info/
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Table 6.2: Queries for the simple query “orange juice”.
Query Type
BOW
Dependency

Search Type
Web Search
Indri Search

Query Example
orange juice
#weight( 0.8 #combine(orange juice)
0.15 #combine(#1(orange juice)) 0.05
#combine(#uw8(orange juice)) )

types to cover the requirements of the open domain. It is common to manually create such
ontologies to support TREC QA tasks [64].
We adopted three different answer type classifiers. The first one is regular expression
based approach, where each regular expression rule is associated with a type in the predefined ontology set and a confidence score for the rule. Another classifier is a statistical
learning based approach, where a set of features are extracted and a model is learned to
combine those features for classification.

6.2.2

Passage Retrieval

Given the question analysis results, the passage retrieval phase generates queries and retrieval relevant passages from indexes of unstructured documents and web search agents.
Those retrieved passages are used to identify answer candidates.
The query generation step transforms a natural language question into a query that
can be understood by search engines. For local indexes, we adopt the sequential dependency model [59] as our query formulation method by considering the trade-off between
effectiveness and efficiency. The sequential dependency model considers both the unigrams
and bigrams in the given question. Using Indri query language, the unigrams and bigrams
from the initial question and proximity matches are assigned different weights. Table 6.2
shows an example for the TREC11 question 1396 “What is the name of the volcano that
destroyed the ancient city of Pompeii?”. The above parameters can be turned by using
training set.
For a local document index, Indri [84] is used to perform passage retrieval 2 . For a web
search agent, top K results are preserved and the rest results are discarded.

6.2.3

Candidate Extraction

In our system, the search results are passages, which are typically shorter than documents.
Different approaches have been proposed for extracting factoid answers from the retrieved
passages. For the approach of type based candidate extraction, expected answer types
detected in the question analysis phase are used to guide the candidate extraction phase.
2

Indri uses a query likelihood function with Dirichlet prior smoothing to weight terms by default. Query
language model is a generative model which rank documents by P (d|q), the probability that a document
is relevant to the query q. Typically the retrieval ranking for a query q under the language model is based
on Unigram assumption with the maximum likelihood estimator. This model is smoothed by background
collections with Bayesian smoothing using Dirichlet priors.
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Those answer types are determined based on a predefined ontology. We use multiple
named entity recognizers that can identify instances of the expected answer type from the
retrieved passages. For example, the expected answer type for the TREC11 question 1396
“What is the name of the volcano that destroyed the ancient city of Pompeii?” can be
“Location”. And therefore, given the retrieved passage, “Mount Vesuvius is best known
for its eruption in AD 79 that led to the burying and destruction of the Roman cities of
Pompeii and Herculaneum.”, possible named entities or answer candidates that match the
expected answer type can be “Mount Vesuvius”, “Pompeii” and “Herculaneum”. Since
different named entity recognizers may have different answer type coverage, we also use
regular expressions for answer types such as numbers, dates, and quantities.

6.3

Features for Answer Ranking

In Section 5.3, we described the general feature templates of the phased ranking model
from three perspectives with nine feature types (one for module object, one for output
object and seven for object dependencies). In this section, we will detail the implemented
features per phase by using those feature types. Those phases are question analysis (S1 ),
passage retrieval (S2 ), and answer extraction (S3 ). We will use M to denote a module
object of the current phase and M 0 to denote the one from the previous phase. An output
object is denoted by O and the original question is denoted by Q.

6.3.1

Question Analysis Phase Features

The module object features (M1 ) We use binary-valued features to indicate if an
output is generated by a particular module. Because the question analysis phase outputs
analysis results such as question types, we can assign weights to these features during
supervised learning indicating how likely a module is going to produce a correct question
type. Suppose there are two modules: statistic learning based question analyzer and rulebased question analyzer. Given the TREC11 question 1396 “What is the name of the
volcano that destroyed the ancient city of Pompeii?” two question types are returned. One
is detected as “city” by the statistic learning based question analyzer, and the second
is detected as “volcano” by the rule based question analyzer. Answer candidates are
generated separately according to the type “city” and the type “volcano”. For those
candidates of “city”, we assign value 0 to the feature for the statistic learning based question
analyzer and give value 1 to the feature for the rule based question analyzer. In this case,
we might expect a ranking model to learn that answer types from the rule-based question
analyzer are more highly weighted than answer types from the statistic learning based
question analyzer.
The output object features (O1 ) We add features for prior knowledge of an output
object. The motivation is that some output objects are more likely to be correct or relevant
than the others. For example, a specific type “actor” often provides more information than
a general type “person”. Binary features are created for each type. Moreover, three binary
features are added because question types can also be roughly categorized three different
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classes, “general”, “coarse” and “fine”.
The question-output dependency features (Q − O1 ) Given a question, it is expected to show how likely an output object to be correct or relevant. How do we know if a
question type matches the original question? One of our features is using the Naive Bayes
model to estimate P (O|Q), the probability that a type is generated by the question Q and
model M. The estimation is based on unigram assumption with the maximum likelihood
estimator,
Y
P (O|Q) ∝ P (O)
P (t|O)
(6.1)
t∈Q

where O is the question type and P (O) is the question type prior. Those question types
are labeled manually as training data.
The question-module dependency features (Q − M1 ) Intuitively, some modules
may perform more accurately for some specific questions. For example, a statistical learning
based question analyzer may have high accuracy for a question asking for a person, simply
because we have sufficient training questions. A rule based question analyzer may have
high accuracy for the numerical types such as length or latitude questions. We add binary
features according to pairs combined from question analysis modules (M1 ) and the question
(Q). The question is represented as unigrams, question focus [77], and extracted named
entity types. For example, one such feature can be “rule-based analyzer and question focus
volcano”.
The module-output dependency features (M1 − O1 ) Typically, module objects
score and generate their output objects by inference. For example, document retrieval
modules may score and return the search results by using language models. However,
many modules integrated into the system do not return any score for this purpose or the
returned score may not be reliable (e.g., manually assigned score in the rule based question
classifier). We need to calculate the probability or correctness of a question type give its
module, that is the number of the correct question type divided by the number of both
correct and incorrect question type produced by a module. For example, let cperson,M
be the correct number, and icperson,M be the incorrect number, the score for the feature
cperson,M
.
“person-M” is then cperson,M
+icperson,M
Features of the question analysis phase are summarized in Table 6.3.

6.3.2

Passage Retrieval Phase Features

The module object (M2 ) Passages are extracted from structured, unstructured and semistructured documents or databases. We add binary-valued features to show if a passage is
retrieved by a particular search module, one feature per module.
The output object features (O2 ) We add passage prior features that are similar
to document prior features, such as Pagerank and URL depth, which can improve the retrieval effectiveness of Web Information Retrieval (IR) systems. Given the labeled relevant
passages and its URL, we estimate the likelihood a passage is relevant to the question by
using the bag-of-words model. Such passage prior can be used to give spams lower rank or
to assign a higher rank to relevant passages.
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Table 6.3: Features extracted from the phase of question analysis (S1 ).
Name

Structure

M1

M

Q − M1

Q−M

-

M0 − M

-

O0 − M

O1
Q − O1

O
Q−O

M1 − O1

M −O

-

M0 − O

-

O0 − O

Feature Description
Type
Binary features, one feature per question analysis
module.
Type I
Dependency between question analysis modules
and the original question
Features unavailable due to the unavailable previous modules M’
Features unavailable due to the unavailable previous outputs O’
Binary features, one feature per question type
Type II Dependency between question types and the original question
Type I
Dependency between question types and question
analysis modules
Features unavailable due to the unavailable previous modules M’
Features unavailable due to the unavailable previous output O’

The question-module dependency features (Q − M2 ) Similar to Q − M1 features,
we create potential functions to indicate how likely a search module will retrieve relevant
passages.
The question-output dependency features (Q − O2 ) In the phase of passage
retrieval, we applied the query language model to calculate the relevance of a passage
retrieved from a search agent to a question,
Y
P (t|O)
(6.2)
P (O|Q) ∝ P (O)
t∈O

where P (O) is the prior estimated as a constant term for passage retrieval. This model is
smoothed by background collections with Bayesian smoothing using Dirichlet priors,
P (t|O) =

tft,O + µP (t|B)
LO + µ

(6.3)

where tft,O is the frequency count of word t in passage O, LO is the total number of word
in passage O, µ is a prior for smoothing and B is a indexed Wikipedia corpus.
The module’-module dependency features (M1 − M2 ) Often modules of different
phases are developed together so that their combination can perform well. Binary features
are created from modules of question analysis (M1 ) and passage retrieval (M2 ). One
module is selected from the question analysis phase and the other module is selected from
the passage retrieval phase. Each feature represents one of the module combinations. And
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Table 6.4: Features extracted from the phase of passage retrieval (S2 ).
Name

Structure

M2

M

Q − M2

Q−M

M1 − M2

M0 − M

O1 − M2

O0 − M

O2
Q − O2
M2 − O2

O
Q−O
M −O

M1 − O2

M0 − O

O1 − O2

O0 − O

Feature Description
Type
Binary features, indicating which passage retrieval
module the passage was retrieved from. One feature per passage retrieval modules.
Type I
Dependency between passage retrieval modules
and the input question
Type I
Dependency between passage retrieval modules
and question analysis modules
Type I
Dependency between passage retrieval modules
and question types
Bag-of-words
Type II Calculate passage relevance scores
Type III Dependency between passages and passage retrieval modules
Type III Dependency between passages and question analysis modules
Type II Dependency between passages and question types

therefore, the total number of features is the number of first phase’s modules multiply the
number of second phase’s modules.
The output’-module dependency features (O1 − M2 ) It is possible that some
search modules may perform more accurately with some specific question types. Intuitively,
if a question asks for a country’s population, it is better to search through electronic
gazetteers providing geographic information. We create binary features by combining the
current module set and the common question types. The total number of features is then
the size of the module set multiply the size of question types.
The module-output dependency features (M2 −O2 ) Multiple search modules vary
in their domains, documents, retrieval models, and parameters. Usually, the passages’
scores cannot be compared directly. Feature scores should be normalized for the purpose
of ranking. Our solution is to add features for each of the scoring methods such as tf.idf,
BM25, and query likelihood. The number of features for a scoring method is the number of
modules. For example, a passage retrieved from Wikipedia has the tf.idf-Wikipedia score,
and all the other tf.idf-module scores are 0.
The output’-output dependency features (O1 − O2 ) Given a question type (O1 ),
we create features to estimate how likely a passage (O2 ) contains the correct type by
analyzing the passage content. We calculate p(O2 |O1 ) for this purpose so that the passage
content with higher question type relevance will have a better ranking.
Features of the passage retrieval phase are summarized in Table 6.4.
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6.3.3

Answer Extraction Phase Features

The module object features (M3 ) We add binary-valued features to show if an answer
candidate is retrieved by a particular answer extraction, one feature per module.
The output object features (O3 ) We add answer candidate (O3 ) prior features. It
is possible that the answer extractor creates named entities with many commonly used
high-frequency concepts. For example, there may be a tendency to answer a question with
the year “2012” because some of the web documents are crawled in 2012. We create a
dictionary containing stop words and high-frequency words or named entities. An output
object “2012” will have a binary feature set to 1 if “2012” is contained in the dictionary.
The question-module dependency features (Q − M3 ) Similar to Q − M1 features,
we create features by using potential functions to indicate how likely an answer extractor
will extract correct answers.
The module’-module dependency features (M2 − M3 & M1 − M3 ) We add features that capture the relationship between answer extraction modules (M3 ) and question
analysis modules (M1 ), as well as answer extraction modules (M3 ) and passage retrieval
modules (M2 ). For example, if a candidate is extracted by StanfordNER based answer
extraction module and a web search module, the corresponding feature will be set as 1 and
all other features will be 0.
The output’-module dependency features (O1 − M3 ) The performance of some
modules may depend on previous output objects. For example, the answer extractor based
on StanfordNLP (M3 ) may be proper to extract named entities of person, organization,
and location types, but may not be used to extract named entities of many other types
(O1 ) generated by the question analysis modules. We create binary features by combining
the current module set and the common question types. The total number of features is
then the size of the module set multiply the size of question types.
The question-output dependency features (Q − O3 ) We estimate the probability
p(O3 |Q). Similar to the web validations approaches [45], a query consisting of an answer
candidate (O3 ) and the original question (Q) is sent to Wikipedia to retrieve relevant
passages. The probability is computed as:
P (O3 |Q) ∝ P (Q|O3 )P (O3 ) = P (O3 )

X

P (q|O3 )

(6.4)

q∈Q

P (q|O3 ) = (1 − λ)P (q|O3 ) + λP (q|C)

(6.5)

where λ is the smoothing parameter, the probability P (q|O3 ) is smoothed using the prior
probability that the term q is generated from the entire collection of answers C, P (q|C) is
computed using the maximum likelihood estimator.
The output’-output dependency features (O1 − O3 ) One of the O’-O features
estimates the likelihood that the answer candidate matches the detected question type.
Similar to answer validation [45], a query consisting of an answer candidate and its target
question type is sent to Wikipedia. With those retrieved results, we estimate the probability
p(O3 |O1 ) as the feature.
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Table 6.5: Features extracted from the phase of answer extraction (S3 ).
Name

Structure

M3

M

Q − M3

Q−M

M1 − M3

M0 − M

M2 − M3

M0 − M

O1 − M3

O0 − M

O2 − M3

O0 − M

O3

O

Q − O3
M3 − O3

Q−O
M −O

M1 − O3

M0 − O

M2 − O3

M0 − O

O1 − O3

O0 − O

O2 − O3

O0 − O

Feature Description
Type
Binary features, indicating which answer extractor found the answer candidate. One feature per
answer extractor.
Type I
Dependency between answer extraction modules
and the input question
Type I
Dependency between answer extraction modules
and question analysis modules
Type I
Dependency between answer extraction modules
and passage retrieval modules
Type I
Dependency between answer extraction modules
and question types
Type III Dependency between answer extraction modules
and retrieved passages
Match an answer candidate to commonly used high
frequent words
Type II Calculate answer validation score
Type III Dependency between answer candidates and answer extraction modules
Type III Dependency between answer candidates and question analysis modules
Type III Dependency between answer candidates and passage retrieval modules
Type II Dependency between answer candidates and question types
Type II Dependency between answer candidates and passages

The output’-output dependency features (O2 − O3 ) Given the passage (O2 ) and
the extracted answer candidate (O3 ), p(O3 |O2 ) is computed using the maximum likelihood
estimator.
Features of the answer extraction phase are summarized in Table 6.5.

6.4

Experiments

We evaluated the phased ranking model on TREC QA datasets, and compared the performance of different answer ranking models. Specifically, we sought to answer the following
questions. First, what is the measurable impact of using the proposed method versus a
traditional QA ranking approach with final answer ranking? Second, why does the fully
implemented phased ranking model perform significantly better than the other models? To
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answer these research questions, we first compared the proposed phased ranking method
with three baseline answer ranking models in Section 6.4.1, 6.4.2, 6.4.3, and 6.4.4, and
then analyzed the effects of the proposed feature types in Section 6.4.5, finally we conduct
overlap analysis of answer ranking models with detailed examples in Section 6.4.6.

6.4.1

Baseline I: Comparison to Independent Prediction Model
(IPM)

The first baseline model we implemented is the independent prediction model (IPM) [45],
an approach that optimizes both answer validation and answer similarity. There are two
reasons for us to choose this baseline. The first reason is that it employs answer validation,
which is commonly used by previous QA systems in TREC QA task. Answer validation
searches the web via different search agents to find relevant answer information. The
second reason is that previous successful QA systems [61] reported similar answer ranking
methods as IPM. We selected the IPM as a representative of the previous answer ranking
methods, which relied on heuristic evidence features to score answer candidates without
leveraging non-local information about upstream objects.

6.4.2

Baseline II: Hypothesis Selection Model(HSM)

The second method for comparison is a simplified form of our phased ranking model, which
we call the hypothesis selection model (HSM). This approach collects features from prior
phases and makes them available for ranking in the current phase, by using only feature
types M , O, and Q − O. This approach represents a general form of IPM extended with
shallow ranking features, such as those used in CHAUCER [39] (e.g., the strategy used to
extract the answer, the question type of the original question, and similarity between the
original question and an answer candidate).
In this baseline approach, we used the same ranking framework (cascade model, relevance voting, parameters, learning algorithms, training and testing set, and the number of
training instances) as the phased ranking model. The only difference is in the feature types
employed. All the ranking models were trained by the ranking SVM method based on the
cutting-plane method [41]. We applied the ranking models to each dataset separately, and
5-fold cross validation was used to evaluate the performance. In 5-fold cross-validation, we
randomly partitioned the original questions into 5 equal size subsets. Among the subsets,
a single subset was retained for testing the model, and the remaining 4 subsets were used
as training data. The 5 tested subsets are finally combined together to provide an overall
evaluation score.

6.4.3

Baseline III: Generalized Watson Rank (GWR)

The Watson DeepQA machine learning framework [32] contains seven sequential phases.
This answer ranking framework with multiple ranking phases provides capabilities for manipulating the data and applying machine learning in successive applications. In each
phase, the input is a set of candidate answers and their evidence scores. A phase trains
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a model for ranking them and for estimating a confidence score indicating correctness for
each answer. The number and function of phases are configurable and, those phases in
Watson’s instantiation for Jeopardy! are summarized as follows.
1. Hitlist Normalization Answers begin processing at the Hitlist Normalization phase.
At the start of this phase, answers whose string values are identical are merged. After
merging, the standardized feature values are computed. The answers are then sent
to one of a set of routes based on how the question was classified.
2. Base At the start of the base phase, answers are ranked according to the scores assigned by the Hitlist Normalization phase, and only the 100 highest scoring answers
from that phase are retained. With at most 100 answers per question, the standardized features are recomputed. The base phase provides the same set of routes as the
previous phase.
3. Transfer Learning The score assigned to each answer by the model in the base phase is
provided as an input feature to a specialized model of the transfer Learning phase. In
the case of logistic regression, which uses a linear combination of weights, the weights
that are learned in the transfer phase can be roughly interpreted as an update to the
parameters learned from the general task.
4. Answer Merging The Answer Merging phase combines equivalent answers. It uses
a variety of resources to determine equivalence. It uses the results of the previous
phase to determine which of the various forms being merged is canonical. In other
words, among the identical answers, a canonical form is selected by considering the
evidence score.
5. Elite The elite phase is similar to the base phase but employs only the top five
answers from the previous phase.
6. Evidence Diffusion The Evidence Diffusion phase is similar to the Answer Merging
phase but combines evidence from related answers instead of equivalent ones.
7. Multi-Answers The Multi-Answer phase provides one additional type of merging
that is only invoked for questions that ask for a list of answers; it combines multiple
answers from earlier phases into a final answer.

6.4.4

Implementation of Generalized Watson Rank (GWR)

We implemented the Generalized Watson Rank for a direct comparison with our proposed
phased ranking model. There are two reasons to modify the original Watson DeepQA’s
ranking framework. First, the original framework only applies to final answer ranking
phase. In an information system, it is necessary to extend this framework to all the phases
that require the step of ranking. Second, some of the ranking stages are specialized for
the Jeopardy! task, and therefore we created the following common ranking stages for any
ranking task:
1. Hitlist Normalization Standardized features are implemented and added to capture
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the relative values of feature in a system. Those features are standardized per query,
xstd
ij =

xij − µj
σj

(6.6)

where xij stands for a feature from the i-th instance from the j-th input set I, the
standardized feature xstd
ij is calculated from feature xij by centering (subtracting
the mean µj ) and scaling to unit variance (dividing by the standard deviation σj )
over all instance for that input. For each feature provided as an input, we add an
additional new std feature that is the standardized version of that feature. Both mean
and standard deviation are computed within a single question since the purpose of
standardization is to provide a contrast with the other instance that the candidate
is being ranked against.
2. Base At the start of the base phase, candidates are ranked according to the scores
assigned by the hitlist normalization stage, and only the 100 highest scoring answers
from that phase are retained. With those per question, the standardized features are
recomputed.
3. Answer Merging The Answer Merging phase merges equivalent output objects or
combines evidence from similar output objects by using customized similarity functions.
4. Elite The elite phase works similar as the base phase but employs only the top
five answers from the previous phase. All the ranking stages will use the same
ranking algorithm (e.g., Logistic Regression), object functions, and cross validation
approaches.

6.4.5

Experimental Results and Discussion

Table 6.6 shows the end-to-end system performance for our proposed models and the
baselines. Statistical significance was calculated using a one-sided sign test on questions.
From the performance comparison, we notice two trends. First, HSM either significantly
outperforms or is statistically indistinguishable from IPM in all cases. This highlights the
advantage of the phased ranking approach: by propagating features from every phase of
a system object graph to the final phase ranking, it allows for the use of richer features
to form more complex ranking functions for higher accuracy than extracting local features
heuristically. Second, in all datasets, PhRank yields consistent and significant (p <0.001)
improvements over the baseline IPM, and outperforms the HSM and the GWR in terms of
TOP@1, MRR@5 and Recall@10 in all cases. This illustrates that exploring system object
graph dependencies between phases can significantly improve ranking performance.
We observed that performance numbers vary across different datasets. The main reason is that most of the original development efforts on OpenEphyra focused on TREC11
questions and the components we used don’t have specific strategies to answer the large
number of definition questions in the earlier TREC datasets (definition questions were not
present in the TREC11 dataset).
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We conducted a set of experiments to verify the effectiveness of propagating features
from every phase to answer ranking. The results are summarized in Table 6.7, and the
features grouped by phase are denoted as S1 , S2 and S3 separately. It can be clearly
observed that none of the individual set of features performed better than the combination
of all the features. The features derived from the question analysis phase performed the
worst among all the three phases. This is reasonable because most of the answer candidates
share the same question evidence, which provides the least information to distinguish the
correct answers from a large number of noisy answer candidates. The features derived
from the passage retrieval phase will only capture passage relevance (e.g., a keyword match
between a passage and the original question), and therefore are not effective enough to train
a satisfactory model for answer ranking by themselves. Features derived from the answer
extraction phase provided the best performance gain, indicating that direct evidence for
answers (e.g., answer validation features, answer similarity features) provided the best
source of ranking information.
To further study the effectiveness of the proposed features, we trained ranking models
by leaving out features per phase. Based on results, we expect the PhRank approach to
achieve the best results by combining features from all the phases. The results confirmed
our hypothesis. None of the ranking models trained by leaving one feature type out is
better than the model using all of the features. In the experiment, omitting S3 features
(no.S3 ) leads to the most significant drop in performance. Although the features from the
question analysis phase (S1 ) were not effective when used in isolation, a ranking model that
uses them in combination with the other features worked better than one leaving them.
The PhRank approach integrates nine types of features. We analyzed each feature set’s
contribution and the results are shown in Table 6.8. The PhRank approach combining all
features significantly outperforms the one with the best single-type features. Surprisingly,
both the independent features M and O did not perform well. In contrast with their
performance in isolation, they are the building blocks for the best performing dependency
feature type M (+M 0 ) − O (a combination of type M − O and type M 0 − O, for better
illustration of the feature effectiveness).
In the feature ablation studies, we do a “leave one feature type out” analysis. Our
motivation is to identify the key factors of the dependency features in PhRank. Results
are presented in Table 6.9. We observed that omitting Q − M features leads to the most
significant drop in performance. This illustrates that models developed in a system can
strongly depend on features of the original question. One might have expected that as long
as the question type is detected, the original question words are less important. But these
results show that original question provides additional vital evidence for ranking, since
classified question types have already been modeled in the O0 − M relationship. Ablating
the feature type M (+M 0 ) − O also leads to a significant drop in performance. This implies
that an output object and its preceding model object are strongly connected, and this
relationship helps to inform the ranking decision. However, dropping feature type M leads
to a performance improvement, suggesting that the dependency feature types can be an
effective replacement. The comparative advantage of the other features is less pronounced
than that of Q − M features, but they still contribute to the overall performance.
We wish to further understand when and why the datasets favor one approach over the
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other. Two concrete examples are shown to explain why HSM outperforms IPM, and how
PhRank reinforces HSM in terms of answer accuracy. HSM clearly performs well at its
intended purpose, learning a cascade model with three-level features extracted from each
phase to rank the candidates. Consider the TREC11 question 1847 “What is Tina Turner’s
real name?” In the phase of question analysis, the first model detects the expected answer
type as “person”; the second model generates an interrogative word “what” strategy as
an alternative. In the answer extraction phase, the former model may find the candidate
“Anna Mae Bullock” (the correct answer) and the latter may lead to an incomplete answer
“Bullock”. IPM favors the incomplete answer because both of the candidates have similar
text context and the candidate “Bullock” has a higher redundancy than the other candidate
“Anna Mae Bullock”. As opposed to the independent prediction model, HSM progressively
collects the supporting evidence from each phase, and hence it can more correctly estimate
whether a candidate answer is a correct one. By learning from the training data, HSM
assigns a system object graph feature of 0.9 to the candidate “Anna Mae Bullock” extracted
by the first model, and assigns the same feature a value of 0.1 for the candidate “Bullock”
extracted by the second model.
In order to answer why PhRank outperforms HSM, we show an example in Figure 6.2
where dependency features are able to estimate supporting evidence scores of candidate
answers more accurately. The candidates “Siam” and “Bhumibol Adulyadej” are derived
from the component algorithms Ma and Mb separately. In this example, HSM only uses
features f1 and f2 , while PhRank employs dependency features f3 to f8 in addition to f1
and f2 . Because Mb derives correct answers more often than Ma , the ranking approach
gives higher confidence score to Mb (f1 < f2 ), leading to the incorrect answer for HSM.
By adding dependency features, we can see that if a named entity of “LOC” (“Thailand”
in this case) appears in the question, component Ma is preferred than component Mb to
derive the candidate answers. This observation explains that those dependency features
form more complex ranking functions and can provide higher answer accuracy than HSM.
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Table 6.6: Performance comparison of three models: the independent predication model
(IPM), the hypothesis selection model (HSM), the Generalized Watson Rank (GWR) and
the fully implemented phased ranking model (PhRank). Significance, using a one-sided
sign test, is denoted with a † at the p < 0.05 level and a ‡ at the p < 0.005 level over the
independent prediction model.
TOP@1
TREC9
TREC10
IPM
0.251
0.245
HSM
0.307
0.289
GWR
0.291
0.296
PhRank 0.362 (+0.055)‡ 0.356 (+0.06)†

TREC11
0.315
0.419
0.491
0.514 (+0.023)

TREC12
0.227
0.335
0.346
0.348 (+0.02)

MRR@5
TREC9
TREC10
TREC11
TREC12
IPM
0.341
0.335
0.405
0.296
HSM
0.395
0.387
0.500
0.414
GWR
0.389
0.375
0.553
0.406
PhRank 0.469 (+0.074)‡ 0.455 (+0.068)‡ 0.606 (+0.053)‡ 0.451 (+0.045)†
Recall@10
TREC9
IPM
0.594
HSM
0.617
GWR
0.737
PhRank 0.714 (-0.023)

TREC10
0.557
0.594
0.670
0.677 (+0.007)

TREC11
0.651
0.709
0.757
0.797 (+0.04)†

TREC12
0.509
0.620
0.641
0.694 (0.053)‡

Table 6.7: Feature analysis per phase: question analysis (S1 ), passage retrieval (S2 ), and
answer extraction (S3 ), evaluated on TREC11.

PhRank

S1
0.0248

S2
0.2725

TOP@1
S3
no.S1
0.4437 0.4977

no.S2
0.4662

no.S3
0.4189

All
0.5135

PhRank

S1
0.0589

S2
0.3746

MRR@5
S3
no.S1
0.5411 0.5923

no.S2
0.5564

no.S3
0.5103

All
0.6056

S2
0.6554

Recall@10
S3
no.S1
0.7162 0.7905

no.S2
0.7320

no.S3
0.7455

All
0.7973

PhRank

S1
0.1779
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f3 = -0.351

f6 = -0.088

what

what

f1 = -0.073
f4 = -0.047
name

LOC

Siam

f2 = 0.191
f7 = 0.349

Ma

Mb

name

f5 = 0.959

LOC

∑ f = 0.458

f8 = -1.108

Bhumibol Adulyadej

∑ f = -0.656

Figure 6.2: Example of the proposed dependency features Q − M1 in PhRank for scoring
two candidates “Siam” and “Bhumibol Adulyadej” to answer the TREC11 question 1828
“What was Thailand’s original name?” In this example, the aggregated evidence scores
for “Siam” and “Bhumibol Adulyadej” are 0.458 and -0.656 separately, suggesting that
“Siam” is more likely to be the correct answer.
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Q−O
0.4789
Q−O
0.6847

MRR@5
O0 − M
0.3779

M0 − M
0.4123
Recall@10
M − M O0 − M
0.6712
0.6667

O
Q−M
0.0680 0.4268
O
Q−M
0.1847 0.7320

M
0.3412
M
0.6284

PhRank

PhRank

PhRank

M (+M 0 ) − O
0.7320

M (+M 0 ) − O
0.5401

M (+M 0 ) − O
0.4572
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Q−O
0.4932
Q−O
0.5955
Q−O
0.7995

MRR@5
M − M O0 − M
0.5979
0.5979
Recall@10
M 0 − M O0 − M
0.7928
0.7973

Q−M
0.4617
Q−M
0.5560
Q−M
0.75

M
O
PhRank 0.5248 0.5090

M
O
PhRank 0.6157 0.6038

M
O
PhRank 0.8018 0.8040

0

0

TOP@1
M − M O0 − M
0.5113
0.5113

M (+M 0 ) − O
0.7838

M (+M 0 ) − O
0.5729

M (+M 0 ) − O
0.4752

Table 6.9: Feature type ablation study evaluated on TREC11.

0

Q−O
0.3896

TOP@1
O0 − M
0.2703

M0 − M
0.2995

O
Q−M
0.0293 0.3018

M
0.2320

Table 6.8: Contribution of feature types evaluated on TREC11.

O0 − O
0.8018

O0 − O
0.6101

O0 − O
0.5180

O0 − O
0.6982

O0 − O
0.5274

O0 − O
0.4414

All
0.7973

All
0.6056

All
0.5135

All
0.7973

All
0.6056

All
0.5135
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6.4.6

Overlap Analysis

We perform overlap analysis between the proposed model and the strongest baseline Generalized Watson Rank to show the differences between the two approaches and to further
characterize the effectiveness of the proposed model.
To direct compare the Phased Ranking model with the Generalized Watson Rank,
we use the same answer generation pipeline to evaluate the impact of the Phased Ranking model on end-to-end QA performance in these experiments. For scoring candidate
answers, we use the same features in the Generalized Watson Rank as those features included in the baseline HSM. There are two main reasons that we do not re-engineering
Watson DeepQA’s ranking features. First, our goal is to compare the performance of
ranking frameworks, not to compare end-to-end QA performances between our QA system
and Watson DeepQA system. Second, the implementation details of features in Watson
DeepQA are not published and therefore it is difficult to re-implement those features.
In the experiments, the proposed Phased Ranking model leverages the features extracted from the system object graph to score the candidates and select the final answer.
Compared with a strong baseline containing features from every individual phase, the
Phased Ranking model has the advantage of learning phase dependencies. Those dependencies can be important to model the connections between system objects for ranking
candidate answers. Without exploring those dependencies, a ranking framework could risk
of not optimizing the system performance for the analytics tasks, especially when a system
gets complicated. To illustrate, those dependencies in our QA system are categorized as
the following,
1. Question Analysis → Passage Retrieval: the dependency between question analysis and passage retrieval, for example, some passage retrieval modules can be better
fit for some types of questions (question analysis output).
• Wikipedia title and first sentence can be a good choice to answer questions

asking for a name (Type: O1 → M2 ).
TREC10 question 1044 “What is another name for vitamin B1? ”
Answer: Thiamine
Wikipedia title “Thiamine - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia”,
Wikipedia first sentence “Thiamine, thiamin or vitamin B1, named as the
“thio-vitamine” (“sulfur-containing vitamin”) is a vitamin of the B complex.”
• Wikipedia title and first sentence may not be a good choice to answer questions

asking for date (Type: O1 → M2 ).
TREC10 question 1047 “When was Algeria colonized? ”
Answer: 1830
Wikipedia title “Algeria - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia”,
Wikipedia first sentence “Algeria, officially People’s Democratic Republic of
Algeria, is a sovereign state in North Africa on the Mediterranean coast.”
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2. Question Analysis → Answer Generation: the dependency between question
analysis and answer generation.
• A correct answer candidate (answer generation output) should have the right

answer type to the given question (Type: O1 → O3 ).
TREC11 question 1638 “What city in Australia has rain forests? ”
Candidate answer 1: Queensland (a state, incorrect)
Candidate answer 2: Daintree (a city, correct)
3. Passage Retrieval → Answer Generation: the dependency between passage
retrieval and answer generation, for example, the relationship of a candidate answer
with the other words in a passage.
• An answer candidate (answer generation output) close to the keywords in a

passage could be more correct than the candidates that are far away from those
keywords (Type: O2 → O3 ).
TREC11 question 1613 “When was Benjamin Disraeli prime minister? ”
Answer: 1868
A relevant passage: “Benjamin Disraeli served twice as Prime Minister, the
first time from 27 February to 1 December 1868 and the second, 20 February
1874 to 21 April 1880. Disraeli was born on 21 December 1804 at Bedford
Row, London, ...”
The correct answer candidate: 1868 (within the same sentence with several
keywords such as “Benjamin Disraeli” and “Prime Minister”)
The incorrect answer candidate: 1804 (far away from those keywords)
To perform overlap analysis, the Generalized Watson Rank uses a multi-step ranking
framework described in Section 6.4.4. In contrast, Phased Ranking model has only learning
layer but integrates more phased dependency features. We call those features “Salient
Missing Features” which appear in the Phased Ranking model but are missing from the
setting of features in the Generalized Watson Rank. The dependency features include three
categories, shown in Table 6.10
Table 6.11 shows the results of overlap analysis between our implementation of Generalized Watson Rank, and our proposed phased ranking framework. The Gain/Loss percentage is higher on the two categories of dependency features, which are Question Analysis
→ Passage Retrieval and Passage Retrieval → Answer Generation, than the category of
Question Analysis → Answer Generation. The reason is that the former two categories
contained dependency features from the passage retrieval phase, where answer candidates
are scored by dominant features (e.g., answer relevance features).
There is more Loss percentage on the category of Question Analysis → Passage Retrieval than the other two categories. This is because that the baseline model employed
evidence scores from search engines and knowledge sources by taking a keyword query and
returns a list of documents. Adding similar features extracted by question and passage retrieval could cause the imbalance of various answer evidence (e.g., answer search relevance
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Table 6.10: Salient Missing Features.
Feature Categories I: Question Analysis → Passage Retrieval
Q → O2
Question-passage dependency features
O1 → O2
Type-passage dependency features
Q → M2
Question-passage retrieval module dependency features
O1 → M2
Type-passage retrieval module dependency features
M1 → M2
Question analysis module-passage retrieval module dependency features
M1 → O2
Question analysis module-passage dependency features
Feature Categories II: Question Analysis → Answer Generation
Q → O3
Question-passage dependency features
Q → M3
Question-answer generation module dependency features
Q → M3
Question-answer generation module dependency features
O1 → M3
Type-answer generation module dependency features
O1 → O3
Type-answer dependency features
M1 → M3
Type-answer generation module dependency features
M1 → O3
Type-answer generation module dependency features
Feature Categories III: Question Analysis → Answer Generation
O2 → O3
Passage-answer dependency features
O2 → M3
Passage-answer generation module dependency features
M2 → M3
Passage retrieval module-answer generation module dependency
features
M2 → O3
Passage retrieval module-answer dependency features
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vs. semantic typing relevance).
The large difference between Gain and Loss percentage on the category of Question
Analysis → Answer Generation shows that it contributed better Gain/Loss ratio than the
other categories. The reason is that the proposed phased ranking approach could model a
broader range of answer types. In contrast, the baseline model did not have features to give
preference to answers having the right type. For example, consider the TREC9 question
743 “CNN is owned by whom?”. The baseline model cannot have the correct evidence
when the pipelined system failed to detect the correct question type. The proposed phased
ranking approach can solve the problem by using dependency features; details are shown
in Section 6.4.6.
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PhRank>GWR
PhRank<GWR
PhRank>GWR
TREC10
PhRank<GWR
PhRank>GWR
TREC11
PhRank<GWRline
PhRank>GWR
TREC12
PhRank<GWR

TREC9

Dataset \ Type

Question Analysis
→
Passage Retrieval
31 (34.8%)
25 (51.0%)
19 (35.8%)
17 (62.9%)
21 (42.8%)
28 (73.6%)
10 (28.5%)
25 (73.5%)

Question Analysis
→
Answer Generation
27 (30.3%)
4 (8.1%)
16 (30.1%)
3 (11.1%)
12(24.4%)
3 (7.8%)
9 (25.7%)
3 (8.8%)

Passage Retrieval
→
Answer Generation
31 (34.8%)
20 (40.8%)
18 (33.9%)
7 (25.9%)
16 (32.6%)
7 (14.8%)
16 (45.7%)
6 (17.6%)

Salient Missing Features

Table 6.11: Overlapping analysis results between the proposed phased ranking model (PhRank) and the strongest baseline
Generalized Watson Rank (GWR).
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Question Analysis → Passage Retrieval (Gain)
An example of gain on features on Question Analysis → Passage Retrieval is shown in
Figure 6.3. Consider the following question,
• TREC12 Question 2110: What is Speedy Claxton’s real name?
• Answer: Craig

The two ranking approaches have the following returned answers:
• PhRank: Craig (correct)
• GWR: Meeka Claxton (incorrect)

A derivation path in the phases of question analysis and passage retrieval for an instance
of “Craig” is,
• Question: What is Speedy Claxton’s real name?
• Passage retrieval module: Wikipedia-FirstPassage
• Retrieved passage: Craig “Speedy” Claxton (born May 8, 1978) ...

Similarly, a derivation path for an instance of “Meeka Claxton” is,
• Question: What is Speedy Claxton’s real name?
• Passage retrieval module: Web Search
• Retrieved passage: Meeka Claxton And Husband Speedy Seen On The Scene In

NYC ...
Figure 6.12 and Figure 6.13 are the simplified ranking features of the two ranking
approaches showing that the dependency features (Question Analysis → Passage Retrieval)
help PhRank improve answer quality over GWR. Independent feature f2 has higher ranking
feature score than f1 indicating that it is more confident to detect correct answer from Web
search than from Wikipedia-FirstPassage based module. Dependent feature f3/f4 jointly
models the situation that the question is asking for a name of a person and the answer
candidate is (or is not) detected from the Wikipedia-FirstPassage based module. From
independent feature f1, the answer candidate “Craig” gets lower score 0.3 than the score
1.1 of “Meeka Claxton”, but gets better estimation from the dependency feature f3. In that
case, the Wikipedia-FirstPassage based module works well for some question but produces
incorrect candidates to some other questions. Dependency feature f4 gives penalty score
-0.2 to the candidate “Meeka Claxton”, simply because it doesn’t show up in the first
passage of Wikipedia.
Question Analysis → Passage Retrieval (Loss)
An example of loss on features on Question Analysis → Passage Retrieval is shown in
Figure 6.4. Consider the following question,
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Table 6.12: Performance of feature sets in GWR, f1 represents for M-Feature: WikipediaFirstPassage, f2 represents for M-Feature: WebSearch, rank score is the final ranking score.
Answer
f1 f2 Rank Score
Craig
0.3 0.1
0.4
Meeka Claxton 0 1.1
1.1

Table 6.13: Performance of feature sets in PhRank, f1 represents for M-Feature: WikipediaFirstPassage, f2 represents for M-Feature: WebSearch, f3 represents for the dependency
feature name-f1-1, and f4 represents for the dependency feature name-f1-0, and rank score
is the final ranking score.
Answer
f1
Craig
0.1
Meeka Claxton 0

What is Speedy
Claxton's real name?

Wikipedia:
First Passage

M1a

f3
f4
0.7
0
0 -0.2

Rank Score
0.87
0.6

Craig "Speedy" Claxton (born
May 8, 1978) ...

O1a

M2a

O2a

M2a

Ac

O1b

M2b

O2b

M2b

Ad

Craig

...

Q

f2
0.07
0.8

M1b

Web Search

Meeka Claxton

Meeka Claxton And
Husband Speedy

Figure 6.3: Example of Question Analysis → Passage Retrieval Features (Gain).
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• TREC9 Question 289: What are John C. Calhoun and Henry Clay known as?
• Answer: Senators

The two ranking approaches have the following returned answers:
• PhRank: Webster (incorrect)
• GWR: Senators (correct)

A derivation path in the phases of question analysis and passage retrieval for an instance
of “Webster” is,
• Question: What are John C. Calhoun and Henry Clay known as?
• Retrieved passage: Three Senatorial Giants: Clay, Calhoun and Webster... HENRY

CLAY of Kentucky, JOHN C. CALHOUN of South Carolina, and DANIEL WEBSTER of Massachusetts dominated national politics from the end of the War of 1812
until their deaths in the early 1850s..
Similarly, a derivation path for an instance of “Senators” is,
• Question: What are John C. Calhoun and Henry Clay known as?
• Retrieved passage: Three powerful senators, Clay, Webster, and Calhoun, each

representing a particular region of the nation, defined American politics for decades
in the 1800s.
The question analysis phase detected that the question is likely asking for types “Organization” or “Profession”. Two strong candidates extracted from the passage retrieval
phase were“Webster” and “Senators”. The candidate “Webster” is more like a type “Person” than a type of “Organization”. The candidate “Senator” matches the type of “Profession”. As a result, the Generalized Watson Rank assigned the two candidates “Webster”
and “Senators” with scores 1.2 and 1.5 respectively, so the candidate “Senators” was chosen
as the final answer.
We found that errors are introduced when an approach overly emphasizes on shallow
dependency features of question analysis and passage retrieval phases. Table 6.14 shows
the results of adding additional features of ϕ(D, Q) to estimate the passage relevance.
Dependency features f2 include the count of key terms, coverage of key terms, the score
of the joint distribution over question Q and document D with various sequential term
dependence settings [58], etc. It can be seen that the three names, John C. Calhoun, Henry
Clay and Daniel Webster, often co-occur together in the retrieved passages, which causes
the high relevance score for the incorrect candidate “Webster”. Adding more features of
ϕ(D, Q) leads to the results that PhRank approach prefers “Webster” than “Senators”.
Question Analysis → Answer Generation (Gain)
An example of loss on features on Question Analysis → Answer Generation is shown in
Figure 6.5. Consider the following question,
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Table 6.14: Performance of feature sets in PhRank, f1 represents the original features, f2
represents the additional dependency features ϕ(D, Q), and rank score is the final ranking
score.
Answer f1 f2 Rank Score
Webster 1.1 0.8
1.9
Senators 1.3 0.3
1.6

What are John C. Calhoun
and Henry Clay known as?

Q

M1a

Three powerful senators, Clay,
Webster, and Calhoun, ...

O1a

M2a

O2a

M2a

Ac

Senators

O2b

M2b

Ad

Webster

Three Senatorial Giants: Clay, Calhoun and Webster... dominated national
politics from the end of the War of 1812 until their deaths in the early 1850s.
Figure 6.4: Example of Question Analysis → Passage Retrieval Features (Loss).
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Table 6.15: Performance of feature sets in PhRank, f1 represents the original features, f2
represent the dependency features “whom → CANDIDATE (TYPE)”, “CNN → CANDIDATE (TYPE)”, “owned by → CANDIDATE (TYPE)” respectively, and rank score is
the final ranking score.
Answer f1 f2 F3
Turner 2.7 0.4 0
News 2.9 0
0

f4
0
0

Rank Score
3.1
2.9

• TREC9 Question 743: CNN is owned by whom?
• Answer: Turner

The two ranking approaches have the following returned answers:
• PhRank: Turner (correct)
• GWR: News (incorrect)

A derivation path in the phases of question analysis and answer generation for an
instance of “Turner” is,
• Question: CNN is owned by whom?
• Answer candidate: Turner

Similarly, a derivation path for an instance of “News” is,
• Question: CNN is owned by whom?
• Answer candidate: News

The question analysis phase fails to detect that the question is expecting candidates
with types “Organization” or “Person”. A backup plan for the system to detect candidates
is using the type “Proper Name”. Two strong candidates extracted from the passage
retrieval phase were“Turner” and “News”. The candidate “News” is highly relevant to the
question and has more redundant candidates than the candidate “Turner”. As a result,
the candidate “News” was chosen as the correct answer in the Generalized Watson Rank.
Table 6.15 shows the results of adding additional features of ϕ(Q, A) for answer ranking. Dependency features from f2 to f4 are the shallow counting features “whom (who) →
CANDIDATE (TYPE)”, “CNN → CANDIDATE (TYPE)”, and “owned by → CANDIDATE (TYPE)”. From the training questions, there are many cases matching the feature
“whom (who) → CANDIDATE (TYPE)”, but it can be seen that the other shallow counting features (f3 and f4) are sparse. Adding dependent features of question analysis and
answer generation helps PhRank approach chose the correct answer candidate “Turner”
than “News”.
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Turner
(Type: PERSON)

CNN is owned by whom?

M1a

M2a

O2a

M2a

Ac

O1b

M2b

O2b

M2b

Ad

...

Q

O1a

M1b

News
(Type: NULL)
Figure 6.5: Example of Question Analysis → Answer Generation Features (Gain).

Question Analysis → Answer Generation (Loss)
An example of loss on features on Question Analysis → Answer Generation is shown in
Figure 6.6. Consider the following question,
• TREC11 Question 1443: When did Bob Marley die?
• Answer: 1981

The two ranking approaches have the following returned answers:
• PhRank: 1977 (incorrect)
• GWR: 1981 (correct)

A derivation path in the phases of question analysis and answer generation for an
instance of “1977” is,
• Question: When did Bob Marley die?
• Retrieved passage: Illness and death Marley in concert in 1980, Zrich, Switzerland

In July 1977, Marley was found to have a type of malignant melanoma under the nail
of a toe ...
Similarly, a derivation path for an instance of “1981” is,
• Question: When did Bob Marley die?
• Retrieved passage: Bob Marley died on 11 May 1981 at Cedars ...

The question analysis phase correctly detected that the question type is “Date”. Two
strong candidates extracted from the passage retrieval phase were“1977” and “1981”. Both
of the candidates have the correct answer type. The candidate “1981” is slightly more
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Table 6.16: Performance of feature sets in PhRank, f1 represents the original features and
rank score is the final ranking score.
Answer f1 Rank Score
1977
1.9
1.9
1981
2.1
2.1

Table 6.17: Performance of feature sets in PhRank, f1 represents the original features, f2
represents the dependency features ϕ(O1 , A) to verify type correctness, and rank score is
the final ranking score.
Answer f1
1977
2.8
1981
2.9

f2 Rank Score
1.1
3.9
0.7
3.6

popular than the candidate “1977”. In the end, the Generalized Watson Rank chosen
“1981” as the final answer.
In the PhRank approach, verifying the type of an answer candidate introduces an
unexpected error. Table 6.17 shows the results of adding additional features of ϕ(O1 , A)
to estimate the type correctness, where O1 is the detected question type “Date”. To verify
the correctness, we use predefined String patterns as well as sending the type “Date” and
answer candidates into search components and count the co-occurrence. Those features
lead to a result that candidate “1977” is more likely to be a “Date” type than the candidate
“1981” to be a “Date” type. Finally, the incorrect candidate “1977” was chosen as the
final answer in the proposed RhRank approach.
Passage Retrieval → Answer Generation (Gain)
An example of gain on features on Passage Retrieval → Answer Generation is shown in
Figure 6.3. Consider the following question,
• TREC10 Question 963: What strait separates North America from Asia?
• Answer: Bering

The two ranking approaches have the following returned answers:
• PhRank: Bering (correct)
• GWR: Bering Sea (incorrect)
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Illness and death
Marley in concert in 1980, Zürich, Switzerland
In July 1977, Marley was found ...
When did Bob Marley die?
Q
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Bob Marley died on 11 May 1981 at Cedars
Figure 6.6: Example of Question Analysis → Answer Generation Features (Loss).

soul
A derivation path in the phases of question analysis and passage retrieval for an instance
of “Bering” is,
• Retrieved passage: Although Greenland is the closest land to them, they are much

closer to Europe than to the North American mainland. Asia and North America.
The Bering Strait and Bering Sea separate the landmasses of Asia and North America, as well as forming the international boundaries between Russia and the United
States, respectively. This national and continental boundary separates the Diomede
Islands in the Bering Strait, with Big Diomede in Russia and Little Diomede in the
US.
• Answer generator: a third party candidate extractor (ThirdPartyNER)
• Answer candidate: Bering

Similarly, a derivation path for an instance of “Bering Sea” is,
• Retrieved passage: the same as “Bering”
• Answer generator: An extension component of named entity extractor (NERExten-

sion)
The question analysis phase classified the question type as “Location.Water”. The
ThirdPartyNER component recognized “Bering Sea” but did not recognize “Bering Strait”
or “Bering” as a type of “Location.Water”. The candidate “Bering Strait” was detected
by using the type “Location”, and “Bering” is detected by a “NEWhat” type (the question
analysis phase often doesn’t understand the question type, in this case “NEWhat” is assigned to a question). Because the main question type is one of the key factors for ranking,
the Generalized Watson Rank preferred “Bering Sea” to “Bering Strait” or “Bering”.
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What strait separates North
America from Asia?

The Bering Strait and Bering Sea separate the landmasses of
Asia and North America , as well as forming the international
boundaries between Russia and the United States , respectively...
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Figure 6.7: Example of Passage Retrieval → Answer Generation Features (Gain).
We found that dependency ranking features (Passage Retrieval → Answer Generation)
helped PhRank improve answer quality over the Generalized Watson Rank. A part of dependency ranking features (Passage Retrieval → Answer Generation) that helped PhRank
improve answer quality over the Generalized Watson Rank is shown as the following,
• Punctuations, words and their lemmas in a n-word-window surrounding the current

answer candidate, (e.g., window size is 1, Candidate is “Bering”, surrounding word
is “The” and “Strait”).
• If words match the keywords or question focus in a n-word-window surrounding the

current answer candidate (e.g., window size is 1, Candidate is “Bering”, “Strait” is
a question focus)
• A word position flag for each candidate (e.g., kStartSentence is true for “Bering”,

kEndSentence is false).
• A word character flag for each candidate (e.g., firstCap is true for “Bering”, allCaps

is false).

Passage Retrieval → Answer Generation (Loss)
An example of loss on features on Passage Retrieval → Answer Generation is shown in
Figure 6.3. Consider the following question,
• TREC12 Question 2156: How fast does Randy Johnson throw?
• Answer: 100 mph

The two ranking approaches have the following returned answers:
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• PhRank: ChaCha (incorrect)
• GWR: 100 mph (correct)

A derivation path in the phases of passage retrieval and answer generation for an
instance of “ChaCha” is,
• Retrieved passage: How hard could Randy Johnson throw a baseball? — ChaCha
• Answer candidate: ChaCha

Similarly, a derivation path for an instance of “100 mph” is,
• Retrieved passage: From there, Mantei got a first-hand look at Randy Johnson. John-

son has been known to throw 100 mph pitches after nine innings.
• Answer candidate: 100 mph

The question analysis phase correctly classified the question type as “NESpeed”. A
ThirdPartyNER component recognized “100 mph” and ranked as top 1 answer candidate by
the Generalized Watson Rank. The candidate “ChaCha” was also detected by a “NEHow”
type (we used a backup plan because the question analysis phase often doesn’t understand
the question type). It is ranked lower than the correct answer because its type doesn’t
match the expected question type.
In the PhRank approach, we found some of the features had negative effects over this
question asking for “NESpeed”. The main reason is that “ChaCha” is directly followed
by a similar question “How hard could Randy Johnson throw a baseball?”. Typically as
a pattern, answers can be found directly before/after their questions. As a result, the
dependency features contributed answer evidence incorrectly for the candidate “ChaCha”.
For example, those features mainly include word character flags (e.g., firstCap), word
position flags (e.g., partOfTitle, ansAfterQuestion), and surrounding words (e.g., n-window
keywords) of Passage Retrieval → Answer Generation.
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How fast does Randy
Johnson throw?

How hard could Randy Johnson
throw a baseball? | ChaCha
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From there, Mantei got a first-hand look at
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throw 100 mph pitches after nine innings.
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Figure 6.8: Example of Passage Retrieval → Answer Generation Features (Loss).
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Chapter 7
Discussion: General Application
Principles
We present in this chapter some discussions in order to specify a system object graph for a
given pipelined system. Those discussions include a phase identification step (Section 7.1)
to classify phases, a phase merging step to simplify the graph (Section 7.2), and applying
those principles to information systems (Section 7.3).

7.1

Identifying Phases

The user may define an arbitrary number of phases for an IS, because each of the defined
phases can be decomposed into a series of sub-phases. For example, a question answering
system may have four main phases: question analysis, document retrieval, information
extraction and answer generation. The task of question analysis may has four sub-phases:
keyword extraction, dependency parsing, question focus detection, and question classification. Keyword extraction makes use of part of speech tagging and phrase chunking to
extract terminological candidates. Those candidates can be further filtered from the candidate list using statistical and machine learning methods. In general, we formulate the
process of generating candidates through the definitions given below.
Definition 8 A candidate generation model is defined as a set of functions
O = gn (...g2 (g1 (I))...)

(7.1)

where gi is the function associated with the i-th phase in a system object graph.
The candidate generation model consists of an additive sequence of functions {g1 , ..., gn },
where each function gi is associated with its phase Pi .
Applying a phase model for every step of a deeply decomposed IS may not be very
efficient because a large number of candidate generation functions are likely to be trivial
and/or will not help much in the final ranking model. Given an IS, how can we capture
the phases that are critical to ranking? Our approach is to apply different criteria to the
problem of identifying phases.
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Since a processing unit is a possible phase, it must have three basic elements including
input, output, and modules. The task is to assign each processing unit with a label
indicating whether the processing unit is a phase to be added into the system object
graph. For example, in our system the task of keyword extraction is not treated a phase,
so we ignore this processing unit. In contrast, passage retrieval step is labeled as a phase
and therefore it is added to the phase pool for further processing. Our approach to label
the processing unit is rule based. For a processing unit, if any rule is satisfied we label it a
phase; otherwise it is not a phase. In order to label phases, we use two criteria, non-shared
modules, non-shared output, to help make the decision.

7.1.1

Competing modules

Are there competing modules in the target phase? If there are multiple parallel modules,
it is very likely that those modules would generate competing strategies for ranking. As an
example, consider Question Named Entity Recognition with multiple modules. Module M1
can be a rule-based named entity extractor, module M2 could be a CRF-based named entity
extractor, and module M3 could be a dictionary look-up based named entity extractor.
Those named entity extractors will generate multiple and parallel named entities.

7.1.2

Non-shared modules

Are modules in a phase non-shared by all the competing results? Modules are shared if
they are designed to use forms of analysis or resources that apply to every input. Those
modules can hardly provide addition information if all the results are generated or related
to the same set of modules. In contrast, modules are non-shared, if they apply to input
depending on certain input types. Consider the example that those modules in the feature
extraction step of question classification. A feature extractor scoring temporal information
may require that a temporal expression occur in the clue of the question. It is common
that the feature vector may have missing values. And therefore we hope to add a response
indicator, called a “missing” flag, for each feature indicating whether it is missing. This
“missing” flag may provide important additional information in estimating ranking for the
candidates, providing a different signal from a zero feature score [32].

7.1.3

Competing output

Does a module or a phase generate multiple competing outputs? If it does, it can be
important to evaluate which output is more likely to be the correct result. For example,
consider a passage retrieval module that typically retrieves a large number of results.
Amongst those returned results, some are more relevant than the others to the given query.
If output is produced with uncertainty we hope to mathematically model this character
in the system object graph. However, if all the derivation path share the same output,
modelling this factor is not beneficial for ranking. For example, during the key term
extraction step, it is possible to remove some stop words that are important to infer the
answer or stem some words inappropriately. It is difficult to collect information to inform
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better ranking decision from such must-do process unit in a system, for every output is
produced by the same key term extraction method.

7.1.4

Output as Supporting evidence

Does a module or a phase derive evidence to support ranking candidates? For example,
answer scorer modules have feature functions. Those modules show how answer relevance
scores are generated for ranking answers.

7.2

Merging Phases

After a set of possible phases is detected, some adjacent phases can be merged into a single
phase. The main reason for us to merge phases is to simplify the system object graph to
avoid large number of dependency features between phases with a relatively small number
of training instances. This task can be difficult because it can be subjective to determine
which phases should be merged. We use one rule to merge co-related phases. To further
compress the system object graph, we merge phases empirically.
The rule for merging co-related phases is that we can combine the two phases together if
the modules of the former phase provide output exclusively for the later phase. In this case
we do not explore the dependency features between phases. For example, consider the two
phases of query formulation and passage retrieval. The two sequential phases are highly
co-related: the Indri query formulator only provide search queries for local passage search
while the web query formulator only provide search queries for web passage search. Those
two phases provide redundant information for ranking in terms of the output derivation
path. And therefore, we can safely merge them as one phase.

7.3

An Example of Designing System Object Graph

In this section, we provide details to show how a system object graph can be derived from
the QA system we described at Section refsec:systemoverview. According the approach
proposed in section 4, it requires three key steps to achieve the above goal: a phase detection
step, an element definition step and a phase merging step. For the phase detection step,
first a checklist of processing units is identified and then we use a rule based approach to
label the possible phases. For the element definition step, we need to specify input nodes,
output nodes, module nodes and dependencies. Finally, we simplify the system object
graph by merging the phases that can be grouped together.

7.3.1

Identifying Phases

According to the description defined in Section 6.2, our system pipeline for open domain
factoid question answering contains three logical phases: question analysis, passage retrieval, and candidate extraction. However, it is not a good option to start with building
the system object graph from such logical phases. There are several reasons. The first
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Processing unit

Key Term Extraction
Syntactic Analysis
Question Focus Detection
Feature Extraction
Answer Type Classification
Query Formulation
Passage Retrieval
Passage Normalization
Named Entity Recognition
Answer Candidate Scoring
Answer Merging

Id

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No

Alternative
modules
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No

Multiple
output
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non-sharing
output
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
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No

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
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No
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Phase Decision

Table 7.1: Summary of the processing units, phase rules and our decisions.
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reason is that it can be subjective to define the modules since each logical phase may have
more concrete sub-phases. The second reason is that those sub-phase can also have the
potential to provide critical ranking information. The third reason is that we may not be
able to identify correct dependencies for the system object graph with logical phases. Due
to the above reasons, we decompose those logical phases into smaller processing units for
more detailed analysis. Phases are selected from those processing units to form our system
object graph by using the rules defined in Section 4.1. Table 7.1 shows those processing
units abstracted from our QA system and our phase decisions. We provide the detailed
analysis as follows.
1. Key term extraction
(a) There are no alternative modules for key term extraction in our system. Every
query are based on the output of key term extraction.
(b) Our key term extractor is responsible for removing stop words and normalizing
the key terms, so there is a single output generated from this processing unit.
(c) The key term extractor works well for most questions. But it is not sure if the
processing can be harmful to some questions. All the outputs shares the same
processing step, so this processing unit has sharing output.
(d) Based on those observations, we do not label the key term extractor as a phase.
2. Syntactic analysis
(a) There are no alternative modules for syntactic analysis. Stanford Parser
used to detect a phrase structure tree for a given question.

1

is

(b) There is a single output tuple (unigrams, bigrams, a structured tree, question
focus) generated from this processing unit.
(c) This processing unit generates a grammatical structure of a question by using
probabilistic algorithms, so it is possible to have parsing errors. The output is
not shared by all derivation path, because the output tree structure is mainly
used for type-based question classification, and is not used in interrogative word
based question classification approach.
(d) We label the processing unit of syntactic analysis as a phase.
3. Question focus detection
(a) There are no alternative modules.
(b) There is a single output generated from this processing unit.
(c) A rule-based focus detector is employed to detect the question focus, so it is
possible to have detection errors. The output is not shared by all derivation
path for the same reason of syntactic analysis.
(d) We label the processing unit of question focus detection as a phase.
4. Feature extraction
(a) There are no alternative modules for the purpose of feature extraction.
1

Stanford Parser, http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/lex-parser.shtml
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(b) There are multiple features generated from this processing unit. The features we
used for answer type classification fall into three categories: lexical, syntactic,
and semantic.
(c) No uncertain output is generated. The output is not shared by all derivation
path for the same reason of syntactic analysis.
(d) We label the processing unit as a phase.
5. Answer type classification
(a) There are alternative modules for answer type classification.
(b) There are multiple outputs generated from the classification task.
(c) Question classification tasks are not accurate, and both the modules and outputs
are not shared by all the derivation paths.
(d) We label the processing unit as a phase.
6. Query formulation
(a) There are alternative modules for the query formulation task. The passage
retrieval phase generates the sequential dependency query for local search and
key term based query for web search.
(b) Each module only generate one query per question. Since there are two different
modules, there are multiple queries produced for retrieval task.
(c) Query formulation does not introduce any uncertain information. Both the
modules and outputs are not shared by all the derivation paths.
(d) We label the processing unit as a phase.
7. Passage retrieval
(a) There are alternative modules for the passage retrieval task. We use Indri to
perform passage retrieval on local indexes. We also employ various web search
APIs to retrieve passages online.
(b) Each module often returns multiple passages.
(c) Relevance is used denote how well a retrieved passage or set of documents meets
the information need of the question. Since each answer candidate is generated
from a different passage, both the modules and outputs are not shared by all
the derivation paths.
(d) We label the processing unit as a phase.
8. Passage normalization
(a) Passage normalization is used to remove punctuations, tokenize the text and
stem words. There is no alternative normalization approaches.
(b) Text normalization is the process of transforming text into a single canonical
form, so there are no multiple output.
(c) There is little uncertainty for the normalization process, though text normalization requires being aware of what type of text is to be normalized. All the
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derivation paths share the same processing step, though the outputs are different.
(d) The processing unit is not labelled as a phase.
9. Named entity recognition
(a) Multiple NER modules are employed in our QA system to detect answer candidates.
(b) Given an input passage and the answer type, each NER module often generates
multiple outputs.
(c) NERs can introduce errors. For example, one third party software is Stanford
NER, which is also known as CRFClassifier. The software provides a general implementation of linear chain Conditional Random Field (CRF) sequence models.
Its produced results are accurate to some categories but not to all the question
types. Both the modules and outputs are not shared by all the derivation paths.
(d) The processing unit is labelled as a phase.
10. Answer candidate scoring
(a) There are alternative modules for the purpose of scoring answer candidates.
(b) There are multiple scores produced from this processing unit (e.g., passage relevance scores and proximity scores).
(c) Many scores are estimated so they are uncertain. Different answer candidates
have different output scores that are not shared by all derivation path.
(d) We label the processing unit as a phase.
11. Answer merging
(a) There are no alternative modules for merging answer candidates.
(b) Because we only merge redundant answer candidates, there are no multiple
outputs.
(c) Merging scores are still estimates so they are uncertain. Different answer candidates have different output scores that are not shared by all derivation path.
(d) We label the processing unit as a phase.

7.3.2

Defining Elements

Give those possible phases, we need to identify input nodes, output nodes and module nodes
for each phase to construct the system object graph with dependencies. A dependency
declares the relation between two nodes. Given the detected phases, Figure 7.1 shows the
system object graph with dependencies. Those basic elements for each phase are described
as follows.
1. Syntactic analysis
(a) Input: the given question
(b) Output: the grammatical structure of the given question
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Figure 7.1: The initial system object graph for our QA system, input nodes and output
nodes are omitted.

(c) Module: the Stanford Parser
2. Question Focus Detection
(a) Input: the given question
(b) Output: the question focus
(c) Module: the question focus detector
3. Feature extraction
(a) Input: unigrams, bigrams, the grammatical structure, and the question focus
(b) Output: a set of features
(c) Module: the feature extractor
4. Answer type classification
(a) Input: the feature set
(b) Output: a set of answer types
(c) Module 1: a statistical learning based question analyzer, as presented in [77].
This approach classifies each question into 44 top-level categories (i.e., location,
date, proper name, number) and 110 subcategories (i.e., airport, day, person,
zip code, etc.). For instance, for the question “What is the name of the volcano
that destroyed the ancient city of Pompeii?” the expected question type would
be “location” as the top-level category, and “mountain” for the subcategory,
represented together as “location:mountain”.
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(d) Module 2: a rule-based question analyzer [77] that uses the same answer type
hierarchy as the first model. The rules determine the type of a question from
features such as focus word and question word. For example, the question “What
are the colors of the Italian flag?” is classified as the “color” type because its
focus word is “colors”.
(e) Module 2: a default question analyzer that uses a question’s interrogative word
to determine the answer type. The interrogative word (e.g., “what” or “how
much”) can indicate the general answer type, but cannot provide more finegrained answer type information. We extend the two-level classification scheme
to include 7 general interrogative types, yielding a a three-level answer type
hierarchy: 7 general, 44 coarse, and 110 subcategories.
5. Query formulation
(a) Input: the given question
(b) Output: the query for the given question
(c) Module 1: For local indexes, we adopt the sequential dependency model.
(d) Module 2: For web searches, we use the simplest bag-of-words model without
functional words and stop words.
6. Passage retrieval
(a) Input: the generated query
(b) Output: the retrieved passage list
(c) Module 1: The AQUAINT corpus originally used for the TREC evaluations was
indexed by using the open-source IR system Indri 2 . When searching through
local indexes, we composed queries by using the method proposed by Metzler
and Croft [58]. This method linearly expands the original query with subqueries
that add both ordered and unordered proximity constraints. The parameters
were tuned empirically to combine the original query model and the sequential
dependency model.
(d) Module 2: An encyclopedia corpus, a Wikipedia 3 data dump (a version downloaded in 2008, which contained 2,114,707 articles), was indexed to support local
search.
(e) Module 3&4: Two search agents were used to retrieve relevant short snippets
from a web search engine (Bing Search 4 API), with different periods and locations. For each question, a query consisting of question keywords was sent to
the search engine, and the results were cached locally.
(f) Module 5&6: Two local indexes were built by using documents retrieved from
Bing Search API and Wikipedia Search API separately. To do that, we first
composed a query and sent it to search APIs, and then downloaded and indexed
2

Indri, http://www.lemurproject.org/indri/
Wikipedia, http://www.wikipedia.org/
4
Bing Search, http://www.bing.com/
3
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the text content of the top retrieved documsents. We repeated the process for
each question contained in our dataset.
(g) Module 7: Similar to web search engine based agents, we retrieved relevant
users’ answers from a cQA website, Yahoo! Answers 5 API.
(h) Module 8: The microblog website Twitter 6 Search API was consulted to retrieve
top relevant tweets.
7. Named entity recognition
(a) Input: the retrieved passage list
(b) Output: the named entity list
(c) Module 1: List based NER (Named Entity Recognizer) was a part of OpenEphyra’s information extractor. It used user-defined dictionary for named entities
look-up.
(d) Module 2: Pattern based NER is also a part of OpenEphyra’s information
extractor. It used regular expression patterns that match different types of
named entities. Two additional pattern based NERs, numeric based and date
based, were developed to reinforce the main pattern based NER.
(e) Module 3: The OpenNLP 7 NER has a number of pre-trained name finder
models including date, location, money, organization, percentage, person, and
time. Those models are trained on various freely available corpora.
(f) Module 4: Stanford NER contains 3 class named entity recognizers (person,
organization, and location), trained by a linear chain CRF model [30].
(g) Module 5: An item based NER and a proper name based NER were developed
to exhaustively extract single items as answer candidates. Heuristic rules (e.g.,
stop words, unsuitable POS tagging and a particular set of named entities under
some question types) were applied to filter out obvious wrong answer candidates.
8. Answer candidate scoring
(a) Input: the named entity list
(b) Output: the answer candidate list
(c) Modules:
9. Answer merging
(a) Input: the answer candidate list
(b) Output: the merged answer candidate list
(c) Modules:

5

Yahoo! Answers, http://answers.yahoo.com/
Twitter, http://twitter.com/
7
OpenNLP, http://opennlp.apache.org/
6
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Figure 7.2: The simplified system object graph, input nodes and output nodes are omitted.

7.3.3

Merging Phases

In many cases, system object graphs can be simplified by merging co-related phases to prevent a complex graph with a large number of phases and complex dependencies amongst
those phases. For example, consider the two phases of query formulation and passage
retrieval. The two sequential phases are highly co-related: the indri query formulator is
defined for local passage search while the web query formulator is defined for web passage search. Those two phases provide redundant information for ranking in terms of the
output derivation path. And therefore, we can safely merge them as one phase. Here we
heuristically merge co-related phases, as a result our system object graph is simplified from
Figure 7.1 to Figure 7.2.
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Chapter 8
Case Study: Biomedical Information
Retrieval
In the previous sections, we introduced a general method for modeling information systems
with multiple sequential phases. The method mainly includes a system object graph representation and a phased ranking model. The former part captures information about every
processing option and intermediate data object produced by processing a single input.
Based on the representation, a phased ranking model leverages information propagated
from preceding phases to inform the ranking decision. We applied our proposed approach
to the task of factoid question answering, and demonstrated that our approach is statistically significantly better than or indistinguishable from standard baseline approaches for
TREC datasets 9-12. Although tested on factoid question answering, we believe that our
approach is general and can be used for domain adaptation in many other NLP applications
with sequential phases and multiple options per phase.
This chapter presents the application of the proposed phased ranking method to support
result ranking for a state-of-the-art system, BioQA [103], in the domain of biomedical
information retrieval. In Section 8.1, we describe the biomedical information retrieval
task. In Section 8.2, we describe the background and prior work about the previous ranking
approaches in biomedical information systems. In Section 8.3 and Section 8.4, we describe
the steps of building the system object graph and applying the proposed phased ranking
framework for the BioQA system by following the general solution procedure proposed in
Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. In Section 8.5, we report the results and compare the Phased
Ranking model to several baselines. In Section 8.6, we perform overlap analysis from the
two approaches, our proposed Phased Ranking model and the Generalized Watson Rank.

8.1

Task Description

In the biomedical domain, questions contain topics related to biological objects (e.g., genes,
proteins, gene mutations, etc), biological process (e.g., physiological processes or diseases),
and relationships (e.g., causes, contributes to, effects, associated with, or regulates).
The task of the TREC Genomics Track is to develop an information system that focused
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on retrieval of documents or short passages that specifically addressed an information need
in the biomedical domain. Those retrieved results usually contain several sentences that
are longer than phrases but shorter than a paragraph in length. For example, consider the
following question,
• TREC 2006 Genomics Question 160: What is the role of PrnP in mad cow disease?

The goal is to find articles and short passages describing the role of the gene PrnP
in the mad cow disease from a full-text biomedical corpus [38]. And therefore, to answer
the above question, a system should return relevant PubMed articles (document id, short
passage start and end position) such as,
• PMID: 10364247 START:2479 END:2694

PrP<SUP>Sc</SUP>, an abnormal isoform of PrP<SUP>C</SUP>, is the
only known component of the prion, an agent causing fatal neurodegenerative disorders<SUP> </SUP> such as bovine spongiform encephalopathy
(BSE</A>)
• PMID: 10466827 START:4827 END:5869
Transmissible spongiform encephalopathies (TSEs) or prion diseases <SUP >
</SUP> combine the molecular genetics and epidemiology associated with<SUP></SUP>
non-infectious, genetic disorders (gene mutations, familial<SUP> </SUP> forms
of disease) with the characteristics of virus diseases<SUP> </SUP> (transmissibility, strain variation). . .
• PMID: 10573173 START:3282 END:356
The PrP gene encodes the putative causative agent of the transmissible<SUP>
</SUP> spongiform encephalopathies (TSEs), a heterogeneous group of<SUP>
</SUP> fatal, neurodegenerative disorders including human Creutzfeldt ] 150;Jakob
<SUP> </SUP> disease, bovine spongiform encephalopathy

8.1.1

Evaluation metrics

The TREC 2006 Genomics QA task involves retrieval of short passages that specifically address an information need expressed as a question, and the answers are provided along with
a reference to the location of the answer in the original source document. A test collection
of 162,259 full-text documents and 28 topics expressed as questions was assembled.
In order to automate the evaluation process, we need to define metrics to estimate the
retrieval result quality. We employed both the document collection and the topic set from
the official evaluation and focused on two task-specific metrics: DocMAP and PsgMAP.
Intuitively, DocMAP measures the relevance of the documents retrieved by the system,
regardless of the relevance and conciseness of the passages extracted. The PsgMAP metric
also considers the relevance of extracted passage spans.
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For the purposes of DocMAP, a PMID is considered a relevant document for that question if and only if it is contained in the set of gold standard PMIDs. All other documents
were considered not relevant for that question. The DocMAP measure was the mean of the
average precisions across all the questions, where average precision was measured across
recall levels for a question. In particular, they are defined as follows,
true positive@K
K
m
X
1
AverageP recision@N =
P recision(Ri )
m i=1
P recision@K =

|Q|

1 X
AverageP recision@Ni
M AP @N =
|Q| i=1
For a single question, the measure P recision@K sets a rank threshold K, and computes the percentage of relevant documents in the set of top K documents. The measure
AverageP recision@K considers rank position of each relevant document Ri , it first computes P recision@K for each Ri and then average those scores.
PsgMAP measure is a variation of MAP, computing precision scores for short passages
based on character-level precision. For each retrieved passage, P recision@K was computed
as the fraction of characters overlapping with the gold standard passages divided by the
total number of characters included in all the K passages. Then the mean of these average
precisions over all questions was calculated to compute the MAP for passages [38].

8.2

Previous Work

We focus on summarizing biomedical information retrieval systems and their ranking approaches that have participated in tasks or related to TREC Genomics[38], or have published results by employing the task benchmarks outside the formal competition.
A biomedical information retrieval pipeline typically consists of three major analysis
components: query or question analysis, document (or passage) retrieval, retrieved result
extraction, and result ranking [71, 87, 103, 105]. Specifically, they are functioned as follows,
1. Query or question analysis components take a query or question as an input and
analyze the query or question text to generate an object containing a list of keywords,
alternative terms for query expansion, etc.
2. Document or passage retrieval components take the objects from the previous phase
as inputs and produce a list of relevant documents or passages retrieved from the
corpus.
3. Extraction components produce a list of target candidates by extracting from the
documents or passages.
4. Result ranking components generate a list of ranked answers as an output.
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To rank the retrieval results, W. Zhou, et al. [105] employed a variation of Okapi
relevance scoring formula that not only considered relevance based upon term occurrences
within text documents and the length of the documents, but also considered the case when
a query contains multiple concepts. In particular, they used a concept retrieval model by
combining concept similarity and word similarity.
1. Concept similarity is defined as simconcept (q, d), given a query q and a document d,
simconcept (q, d) =

X
c

log(

N
)
n

(8.1)

where N is the size of the document collection and n is the document frequency of
the concept c.
2. Word similarity is defined as simword (q, d), computed by using Okapi,
simword (q, d) =

X

log(

w

N − n + 0.5 (k1 + 1)tf
)
n + 0.5
K + tf

(8.2)

where N is the size of the document collection, n is the number of documents containing word w, and tf is the term frequency within a document.
Finally, this concept retrieval model used a heuristic rule to combine the two similarity
models by emphasizing the concept similarity more than the word similarity.

8.3

System Object Graph Definition

As the initial work of the proposed phased ranking approach, we will build the system
object graph for the state-of-the-art BioQA system by using the approach proposed in
Section 4 with the following steps: 1) listing all the processing units and determine the
phases and defining all the elements per phase in Section 8.3.1, and 2) simplifying the
phases for the final system object graph in Section 8.3.2.
To facilitate easy modeling with existing components, we require a system that can
be converted to or has well-defined phases to shift through the phased ranking model
to make a ranking decision. The BioQA system [103] is such an example that has a
standalone workflow representation with the YAML based process modeling language which
is independent of implementation details (e.g. the programming language). Due to the
accessibility, the components of the system can be easily converted to phases.

8.3.1

Phase Definition

In this section, we detail the steps of converting components from the BioQA system to
phases of the system object graph.
The BioQA system is composed of biomedical analysis components, including the basic
input/output definition of analytics engine, data processing components (e.g. keyterm extraction, passage retrieval component, etc.), intermediate data objects (such as keyterms,
relevant passages, etc.), and analytics task evaluation components. We focus on analysis
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components of the pipeline including the Keyterm Extraction component, POS Tagging
component, Named Entity Extraction component, Lexical Variant Extraction component,
Synonyms Detection component, Keyterm Refining component, Document Retrieval component, LegalSpan Passage Retrieval component, Important Sentence Extraction component, Proximity-based Result Scoring component, and Final Result Ranking component.
Keyterm Extraction
This component extracts Keyterms (or keywords) as metadata representing the information
need of a query or question. We define the Keyterm Extraction phase, including an input
node (a question), a module node (a keyterm extractor), and an output node (keyterms),
shown as Figure 8.1.
For example, consider TREC Genomics 2006 question 160 “What is the role of PrnP in
mad cow disease?”. First the question is sent into the keyterm extractor and then keyterms
were produced such as “What”, “is”, “the”, “role”, “of”, “PrnP”, “in”, “mad”, “cow”, and
“disease”.
POS Tagging
A Part-Of-Speech Tagger (POS Tagger) is used in this component that reads text and
assigns parts of speech to each word (and other token). We define the POS Tagging phase,
including an input node (a question), a module node (a POS Tagger), and an output node
(tagged keyterms), as shown in Figure 8.2.
For example, first the question is sent into the POS Tagger and then the part of speech
tags were assigned to each word such as “What:.”, “is:NN”, “the:DD”, “role:NN”, “of:II”,
“PrnP:NN”, “in:II”, “mad:VVN”, “cow:NN”, and “disease:NN”.
Named Entity Extraction
A named entity extractor is used to extract named entities from a query or question. The
goal of this component is to detect named entities such as gene names and diseases. Those
named entities are added into the metadata keyterm set. We define the Named Entity
Extraction phase, including an input node (a question), a module node (a name entity
recognizer), and an output node (named entities), as shown in Figure 8.3. For example,
named entities such as “PrnP” and “mad cow disease” can be detected from the input
question.
Lexical Variant Extraction
This component detects gene names and their lexical variants by using different rule-based
approaches. The lexical variants of a gene may come from two ways: 1) rules according
to human gene nomenclature; 2) retrieved from an abbreviation database. Those named
entities are added into the metadata keyterm set. The lexical variants plays the same role
as the synonyms of keyterms. We define the Lexical Variant Extraction phase, including
an input node (a question), a module node (a lexical variant resolver ), and an output node
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(lexical variants), as shown in Figure 8.4. In the example question, there is no keyterm
that can be matched to our rules so it returns “Null” for each keyterm.
Synonyms Detection
Domain knowledge is leveraged at this component for keyterm expansion. The phenomenon
is very common in the biomedical domain that a biomedical term can have many different
surface forms. For example, “mad cow disease”, “Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy” and
“BSEs” refer to the same disease. This component relies on three resources to expand a
keyterm: UMLS, EntrezGene, and MeSH [103]. We define the Synonyms Detection phase,
including an input node (the metadata keyterms), a module node (a synonym expander
with three resources UMLS, EntrezGene, and MeSH), and an output node (the expanded
keyterms), as shown in Figure 8.5.
Keyterm Refining
This component is to remove duplicated synonyms and assign weights to keyterms according to different types. We define the Keyterm Refining phase, including an input node (the
metadata keyterms), a module node (a keyterm refiner), and an output node (refined and
weighted keyterms), as shown in Figure 8.6.
Document Retrieval
A commonly used retrieval toolkit, Indri [84], is used to index a biomedical corpus using
title, abstract and keywords fields. During the query time, all stopwords from the query
are removed. The query is formulated by the metadata keyterms and is expanded by
those keyterms’ lexical variants and synonyms. In the implementation, top 1,000 ranked
documents are returned by using Indri’s retrieval model with Dirichlet smoothing. We
define the Document Retrieval phase, including an input node (the metadata keyterms), a
module node (a Indri-based retrieval strategist), and an output node (ranked documents),
as shown in Figure 8.7.
LegalSpan Passage Retrieval
A LegalSpan passage is defined as a contiguous list of sentences from a paragraph. LegalSpan
passage retrieval component retrieves LegalSpan passages from an annotated corpus index. During the corpus annotation and indexing step, the TREC Genomics corpus from
the organizer was annotated by the LegalSpan annotations. The retrieval model searches
and returns LegalSpan passages instead of documents. We define the LegalSpan Passage
Retrieval phase, including an input node (the metadata keyterms), a module node (a
Indri-based retrieval strategist), and an output node (LegalSpan passages), as shown in
Figure 8.8.
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Important Sentence Extraction
Important sentences are defined as a small number of sentences with a passage. In this
component, the maximum number of sentences in a passage is limited to be k. The
Important sentences are extracted from returned LegalSpan passages by measuring the
similarity between each sentence and the metedata keyterms, as well as the neighboring
sentence. We define the Important Sentence Extraction phase, including an input node
(the returned LegalSpan passages), a module node (an important sentence extractor), and
an output node (important sentences), as shown in Figure 8.9.
Proximity-based Result Scoring
This component scores the important sentences by using a proximity-based ranking formula. We define the Proximity-based Result Scoring phase, including an input node (the
extracted important sentences), a module node (a scorer), and an output node (the scored
important sentences), as shown in Figure 8.10.
Final Passage Ranking
This component scores and ranks the important sentences by combining several ranking
scores, including document retrieval scores, passage retrieval scores, and term proximity
based scores. We define the Final Passage Ranking phase, including an input node (the
extracted important sentences), a module node (a score combiner), and an output node
(the scored important sentences), as shown in Figure 8.11.

8.3.2

Phase Merging

After identifying the system components as the processing units, we will describe the
merging steps that produce the final phases to form the system object graph. On one
hand, we are interested in those processing units generating competing strategies and
output objects, because the relationship between the phases can be modeled to help make
ranking decision. On the other hand, some other processing units should be merged into
one phase.
We construct those merged phases sequentially to form the system object graph. Three
steps are used to merge phases in a top-down manner. First, those 11 processing units are
divided into three groups according to their module object similarity and output object
similarity. The processing units from 1 to 6 employed natural language processing (NLP)
of the questions and/or target texts, using algorithms, toolkits, and pre-trained models
for sentence segmentation, tokenization, part-of-speech tagging, named entity recognition,
lexical variants, synonym expansion, etc. All their outputs are used to expand the metadata
keyterms. The processing units from 7 to 8 is employed to retrieve relevant documents
and LegalSpan passages from the unstructured biomedical corpus, relying on a widely-used
open-source search engine Indri. Both the outputs are retrieved results. The processing
units from 9 to 11 is to segment a retrieved LegalSpan passage into multiple important
sentences as the final candidates for ranking.
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Q

Input Question: 160|What is the role of PrnP in mad cow disease?

M

Modules: bioqa.keyterm.default

O

Output: [What],[is],[the],[role],[of],[PrnP],[in],[mad],[cow],[disease]

Figure 8.1: Processing unit 1: Keyterm Extraction

Second, representatives are selected from each group. We assigned a processing unit as
a representative if it can produce competing strategies or output objects by considering the
number of module and output objects. In the first group, the 5th processing unit Synonyms
Detection is assigned as a representative because it generates multiple synonyms. In the
second group, we assign representatives to Document Retrieval and LegalSpan Passage
Retrieval phases, because both of them returned multiple competing outputs. In the third
group, the processing unit of Important Sentence Extraction is selected as a representative.
Third, processing units are merged into the nearest representative as a final phase.
We merge multiple representatives in a group, if they are independent (e.g., the input of
a phase does not depend on the other phase). In the first group, the processing units
are merged together to form the Keyterm Expansion phase, as shown in Figure 8.12. In
the second group, the two independent processing units are merged together to form the
Document/passage Retrieval phase, as shown in Figure 8.13. In the third group, those
processing units are merged together to form the Important Sentence Extraction phase, as
shown in Figure 8.14.

8.4

Features for Important Sentence Ranking

In this section, we will apply feature models presented in Section 5.3 to those phases defined in Section 8.3.2. In each phase, there are three node types, including input node,
module node and output node. Each of the node contains a list of objects, and each of the
object can be viewed as a random variable over its representation. Features are defined over
their nodes in different ways. The first three feature groups are defined within individual
phases, including Keyterm Expansion phase features, Document/Passage Retrieval phase
features, Important Sentence Extraction phase features. The rest feature groups are defined between phases including Keyterm Expansion phase → Document/Passage Retrieval
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Q

Input Question: 160|What is the role of PrnP in mad cow disease?

M

Modules: bioqa.keyterm.pos.lingpipe-hmm

O

Output:
[What:.],[is:NN],[the:DD],[role:NN],[of:II],[PrnP:NN],[in:II],[mad:VV
N],[cow:NN],[disease:NN]

Figure 8.2: Processing unit 2: POS Tagging.

Q

Input Question: 160|What is the role of PrnP in mad cow disease?

M

Modules: bioqa.keyterm.ner.lingpipe-acronym

O

Output: [PrnP],[mad cow disease]

Figure 8.3: Processing unit 3: Named Entity Extraction.
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Q

Input Question: 160|What is the role of PrnP in mad cow disease?

M

Modules: bioqa.keyterm.ner.lexical-variants

O

Output:
PrnP:null],[disease:null],[cow:null],[mad:null],[in:null],[PrnP:null],[of:
null],[role:null],[the:null],[is:null],[What:null]

Figure 8.4: Processing unit 4: Lexical Variant Extraction.

Q

Input Question: 160|What is the role of PrnP in mad cow disease?

M

Modules: bioqa.keyterm.io.restore [MeSH, UMLS, EntrezGene]

O

Output:
PrnP:
 UMLS/OMIM: [PRNP]
 MeSH: [murine prion protein, Leu(101)-, Prnp protein, ...]
 UMLS/HUGO: [PRNP]
 EntrezGene: [PrPC, ASCR, PRIP, PrP27-30, PrPSc, ...]

Figure 8.5: Processing unit 5: Synonyms Detection.
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I

Input Question: keyterms, weights

M

Modules: bioqa.keyterm.kb.keyterm-refiner

O

Output: weighted keyterms

Figure 8.6: Processing unit 6: Keyterm Refining.

I

Input Question: weighted keyterms

M

Modules: bioqa.retrieval.indri

O

Output (retrieved documents):
11724899, 11967272, 15722546, 16009961, 12093820, 15604453, ...

Figure 8.7: Processing unit 7: Document Retrieval.
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I

M

O

Input Question: weighted keyterms

Modules: bioqa.ie.indri-legalspan

Output (retrieved legalspan passages):
15133048:[70585,70914],
9867802:[28926,29162], 11562524:[994,3841],
15753097:[4182,6572], ...

Figure 8.8: Processing unit 8: LegalSpan Passage Retrieval.

I

M

O

Input Question: leagalspan passages, weighted keyterms

Modules: bioqa.ie.span.important-sentence

Output (important passages):
15133048:[70585,70914], 11562524:[2512,2861],
11562524:[3490,841], 15753097,[5147,5479], 15753097:[5869,6041],
...

Figure 8.9: Processing unit 9: Important Sentence Extraction.
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I

Input Question: weighted keyterms, important passages

M

Modules: bioqa.ie.rank.proximity

O

Output: ranked results

Figure 8.10: Processing unit 10: Proximity-based Result Scoring.

I

Input Question: ranked results and their scores

M

Modules: bioqa.ie.rank.combine

O

Output: final ranked results

Figure 8.11: Processing unit 11: Final Passage Ranking.
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I

M

O

Input:
 Question (160|What is the role of PrnP in mad cow disease?)

Modules:
 bioqa.keyterm.default
 bioqa.keyterm.pos.lingpipe-hmm
 bioqa.keyterm.ner.lingpipe-acronym
 bioqa.keyterm.ner.lexical-variants
 bioqa.keyterm.io.restore
 bioqa.keyterm.kb.keyterm-refiner

Output:
 Keyterms
([What],[is],[the],[role],[of],[PrnP],[in],[mad],[cow],[disease])
 POS tags
([What:.],[is:NN],[the:DD],[role:NN],[of:II],[PrnP:NN],[in:II],[
mad:VVN],[cow:NN],[disease:NN])
 Named entities ([PrnP],[mad cow disease])
 Lexical variants
([PrnP:null],[disease:null],[cow:null],[mad:null],...)
 Keyterm synonyms (UMLS/OMIM: [PRNP], ...)

Figure 8.12: Processing unit merging from No.1 to No.6: Keyterm Expansion.
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I

Input:
 Weighted keyterms

M

Modules:
 bioqa.retrieval.indri
 bioqa.ie.indri-legalspan

O

Output:
 Retrieved documents (11724899, 11967272, 15722546)
 Retrieved legalSpan passages (15133048:[70585,70914])

Figure 8.13: Processing unit merging from No.7 to No.8: Document/Passage Retrieval.

I

Input:
 Retrieved documents
 Retrieved legalspan passages

M

Modules:
 bioqa.ie.span.important-sentence
 bioqa.ie.rank.proximity
 bioqa.ie.rank.combine

O

Output:
 Important sentences

Figure 8.14: Processing unit merging from No.9 to No.11: Important Sentence Extraction.
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I1

M1

O1/
I2

M2

Input:
 Question

O2/
I3

M3

O3

Input:
 Keyterms
 POS tags
 Named entities
 Lexical variants
 Keyterm synonyms

Modules:
 bioqa.keyterm.default
 bioqa.keyterm.pos.lingpipe-hmm
 bioqa.keyterm.ner.lingpipe-acronym
 bioqa.keyterm.ner.lexical-variants
 bioqa.keyterm.io.restore
 bioqa.keyterm.kb.keyterm-refiner

Modules:
 bioqa.retrieval.indri
 bioqa.ie.indri-legalspan

Output:
 Keyterms
 POS tags
 Named entities
 Lexical variants
 Keyterm synonyms

Output:
 Retrieved documents
 Retrieved legalSpan passages

Figure 8.15: The phase dependency I: Keyterm Expansion → Document/Passage Retrieval.
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I1

M1

O1/
I2

M2

O2/
I3

M3

O3

Input:
 Question
Input:
 Retrieved documents
 Retrieved legalspan passages
Modules:
 bioqa.keyterm.default
 bioqa.keyterm.pos.lingpipe-hmm
 bioqa.keyterm.ner.lingpipe-acronym
 bioqa.keyterm.ner.lexical-variants
 bioqa.keyterm.io.restore
 bioqa.keyterm.kb.keyterm-refiner

Modules:
 bioqa.ie.span.important-sentence
 bioqa.ie.rank.proximity
 bioqa.ie.rank.combine

Output:
 Keyterms
 POS tags
 Named entities
 Lexical variants
 Keyterm synonyms

Output:
 Important sentences

Figure 8.16: The phase dependency II: Keyterm Expansion → Important Sentence Extraction.
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I1

M1

O1/
I2

M2

O2/
I3

M3

O3

Input:
 Keyterms
 POS tags
 Named entities
 Lexical variants
 Keyterm synonyms

Input:
 Retrieved documents
 Retrieved legalspan passages

Modules:
 bioqa.retrieval.indri
 bioqa.ie.indri-legalspan

Modules:
 bioqa.ie.span.important-sentence
 bioqa.ie.rank.proximity
 bioqa.ie.rank.combine

Output:
 Retrieved documents
 Retrieved legalSpan passages

Output:
 Important Sentences

Figure 8.17: The phase dependency III: Document/Passage Retrieval → Important Sentence Extraction.
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phase, dependency features: Keyterm Expansion phase → Important Sentence Extraction phase, and dependency features: Document/Passage Retrieval phase → Important
Sentence Extraction phase.

8.4.1

Keyterm Expansion Phase Features

In Figure 8.12, the Keyterm Expansion phase is shown to have six module objects and five
output objects representing the corresponding system components and their outputs. We
use binary feature vectors to represent if an output is generated by a particular module
object. Whenever the feature is present, the indicator emits a 1, otherwise it emits a 0.
Those output objects can be viewed as metadata to the input, so we assign scores to them
instead of directly defining features to the rank model.
The module object features (M1 ) We do not assign any features for those modules
because they do not generate competing strategies.
The output object features (O1 ) We consider those output keyterms as another
form of the input query or question. We do not assign any feature as prior knowledge to
output objects.
The input → module dependency features (I − M1 ) We do not assign any feature
to module objects, because they do not generate competing strategies.
The module → output dependency features (M1 − O1 ) We assign values returned
by the module to the corresponding keyterms.

8.4.2

Document/Passage Retrieval Phase Features

In Figure 8.13, the Document/Passage Retrieval phase is shown to have two module objects
and two output objects representing the document and LegalSpan passage retrieval components and their outputs. All the final results are generated by the module of LegalSpan
passage retrieval. The document retrieval is not responsible for generating final results.
The module object features (M2 ) We do not assign any features for those modules
because they do not generate competing strategies.
The output object features (O2 ) Document prior features can be estimated by
counting the number of relevant documents from journals of the training set, e.g.,
P (D ∈ J) =

Num of relevant documents of journal J + m
Total num of relevant documents + |mV |

(8.3)

where m is a smoothing parameter, D is a document which can be mapped to a journal
by using the PMID of a document, V is the number of journals in TREC 2006 Genomics
Track full-text collection.
The output → module dependency features (O1 − M2 ) We do not assign any
feature over the dependency.
The module → output dependency features (M2 − O2 ) We assign document and
passage retrieval scores to the returned results separately.
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8.4.3

Important Sentence Extraction Phase Features

In Figure 8.13, the Important Sentence Extraction phase is shown to have three module
objects and an output object representing the importance sentence extraction components
and their outputs. The proximity and combination scorers are used to score those important sentences for ranking.
The module object features (M3 ) We do not assign any features for those modules
in the merged phase shown in Figure 8.14, because there are no competing modules.
The output object features (O3 ) We give penalties to important sentences by using
a list of words or particular sections detected from the irrelevant results. For example,
some results are irrelevant but have high ranking scores such as ”Abbreviations used in this
paper: AD, Alzheimer’s disease; APP, . . . ” or “Keywords: Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease, Prnp,
. . . ”. The retrieval model prefers those results contained words such as “Abbreviation” or
the section “Keyword” that do not provide correct answer to a question.
The input → module dependency features (O2 − M3 ) We do not assign any
feature over the dependency.
The module → output dependency features (M3 − O3 ) We assign the scores
calculated by the proximity scorer and combination scorer to those important sentences.

8.4.4

Phased Dependency Features I

We illustrate the feature model between the Keyterm Expansion phase and the Document/Passage Retrieval phase in Figure 8.15, with the green plate being the Keyterm
Expansion phase and the orange plate being the Document/Passage Retrieval phase. We
define edges between the two phases, meaning a set of dependence assumptions over the
objects.
The input → output dependency features (I − O1 ) We assign similarity scores
between the original keyterms with its lexical variants and synonyms. First, the original
keyterms are sent into search engine, and then we calculate the ratio of the newly expanded
keyterm counts to the original keyterm counts from the top K returned passages.
The input → module dependency features (I − M2 ) We do not assign any feature
over the dependency.
The input → output dependency features (I − O2 ) We re-estimate the document
and LegalSpan passage scores P (O2 |I) by using Indri’s Retrieval Model with only the
original input.
The module → module dependency features (M1 − M2 ) We do not assign any
feature over the dependency.
The module → output dependency features (M1 − O2 ) We do not assign any
feature over the dependency.
The output → output dependency features (O1 − O2 ) We re-estimate the document and LegalSpan passage scores P (O2 |O1 ) by using Indri’s Retrieval Model with
weighted keyterms O1 (the original keyterms with their expansions). Different retrieval
scores are calculated by the weights extracted and estimated from M1 − O1 and I − O1 .
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8.4.5

Phased Dependency Features II

We illustrate the feature model between the Document/Passage Retrieval phase and the
Important Sentence Extraction phase in Figure 8.17, with the green plate being the Document/Passage Retrieval phase and the orange plate being the Important Sentence Extraction phase.
The input → module dependency features (I − M3 ) We do not assign any feature
over the dependency.
The input → output dependency features (I − O3 ) We estimate the important
sentence relevance scores P (O3 |I) by using Indri’s Retrieval Model with only the original
input.
The module → output dependency features (M1 − O2 ) We do not assign any
feature over the dependency.
The module → module dependency features (M1 − M3 ) We do not assign any
feature over the dependency.
The module → output dependency features (M1 − O3 ) We do not assign any
feature over the dependency.
The output → module dependency features (O1 − M3 ) We do not assign any
feature over the dependency.
The output → output dependency features (O1 − O3 ) We estimate the important
sentence relevance scores P (O3 |I) by using Indri’s Retrieval Model with weighted keyterms
O1 (the original keyterms with their expansions).

8.4.6

Phased Dependency Feature Features III

We illustrate the feature model between the Keyterm Expansion phase and the Important Sentence Extraction phase in Figure 8.16, with the green plate being the Keyterm
Expansion phase and the orange plate being the Important Sentence Extraction phase.
The module → module dependency features (M2 − M3 ) We do not assign any
feature over the dependency.
The module → output dependency features (M2 − O3 ) We do not assign any
feature over the dependency.
The output → output dependency features (O2 − O3 ) An important sentence
is extracted from a LegalSpan passage object, so we don’t know if an important sentence
is contained in the retrieved document or not. We use binary feature to indicate if an
important sentence is presented in the document set or not.

8.4.7

Applying Phased Ranking Model

Given our feature functions, we apply the rest of the phased ranking framework described
in Section 5.2. A cascade model is used to increasingly collect ranking features of each
phase. After that, a voting model is defined to merge and score similar important sentences
within a LegalSpan passage.
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The voting approach is essentially a result merging step to group similar results. Some
commonly used String similarity metrics (e.g. Levenshtein distance) cannot model the
relationships between those output nodes, simply because random output nodes cannot
be merged together. In order to merge important sentences, it is natural to group those
sentences within a LegalSpan passage. And therefore, our similarity is determined by the
position of the passages in the same LegalSpan passage, based on the assumption that if
an important sentence is relevant, then its neighbors should also be relevant. Based on
the assumption, we define a similarity function with a max operator among those output
nodes to fit and replace the voting equation 8.4,
Score(Oi |O1 , . . . , On ) = MAX {r(O1 ), . . . , r(On )}

(8.4)

where O1 to On are sequential important sentences within a LegalSpan passage.
Given our cascade model and voting model, the final step is to set the parameter
values for combining features defined in Section 8.4. We choose to apply grid search
to train models by directly maximizing mean average precision due to several reasons.
First, directly comparing with the baseline model requires integrating the same learning
approach. Second, the training data available is a set of relevance judgments which is
relatively small compared to the feature space. For this reason, it is highly unlikely that
a maximum likelihood estimate may not be a good fit. Furthermore, that maximizing the
likelihood will not maximize the underlying retrieval metric.

8.5

Experimental Results

In this section, we describe experiments using the proposed phased ranking model. Our
aim is to analyze and compare the ranking effectiveness of the proposed model.
Our first baseline is the ranking approach of the BioQA System which is a state-of-theart system on the task of TREC Genomics.All the parameter settings of the system are
detailed in the paper [103]. The second baseline concept retrieval model has been introduced in Section 8.2. It reported the PsgMAP metric score 0.174 shortly after the official
evaluation. The third baseline is the Generalized Watson Rank introduced in Section 6.4.3.
Table 8.1 gives mean average precision on both document level and passage level. The
results given use the optimal parameter values to allow a fair comparison. The phased
ranking model outperforms all four baselines on mean average precision of both document
and passage level. It significantly improves the BioQA System with 1% passage level
MAP score and 2.7% document level MAP score. We also note the proposed phased
ranking model outperformed the best participating system (Concept Retrieval Model) and
the published results (Best Published Results) in terms of both DocMAP and PsgMAP.
Therefore, modeling phases and their dependencies can be done consistently and can result
in significant improvements.
Table 8.2 summarizes the outcome of our phased ranking mode features and process. We
show the sections for the corresponding feature. The process is initialized with our baseline
system (the BioQA System) that replicates the state-of-the-art system (a combination of
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Table 8.1: Experimental results and comparisons with published results and baselines on
TREC Genomics 2006. Significance, using a one-sided sign test, is denoted with a ‡ at
the p < 0.005 level over the BioQA baseline.
Approaches
The BioQA System
Concept Retrieval Model [105]
GWB
Best Published Results [103]
PhRank

PsgMAP
0.169
0.174
0.174
0.177
0.179‡

DocMAP
0.520
0.525
0.528
0.534
0.547‡

Table 8.2: Summary of phased ranking models.
Approaches
The BioQA System
+ Important Sentence Similarity 8.4.7
+ Important Sentence Extraction Phase Features 8.4.3
+ Phased Dependency Features II 8.4.5
+ Phased Dependency Feature Features III 8.4.5

PsgMAP
0.169
0.173
0.176
0.177
0.179

DocMAP
0.521
0.521
0.529
0.529
0.547

the Indri retrieval model scores 1 on both the document level and the passage level, the
BM25-based proximity score). The algorithm first builds up the phased ranking model
based on the scores from the baseline ranking approach, and then incrementally adds to
the feature set the features extracted from each phase and their dependencies. The table
shows that the improvements on PsgMAP can be gained from several feature groups: the
merging step (Similarity) outperforms the baseline system in terms of PsgMAP; we also
gain PsgMAP performance by introducing those new features extracted from Important
Sentence Extraction phase and those dependencies between phases. This indicates that,
even though the baseline model is strong, it is worth exploring phases of a system object
graph to propagate information and combining several strategies for ranking.
Note that if some features do not appear in Table 8.2 it does not necessarily mean that
they are useless. In some cases, such features are highly correlated with features previously selected, which already exploited their signal. For example, the Document/Passage
Retrieval Phase features 8.4.2 (e.g., estimating the passage retrieval scores to the returned
results) are correlated with those features in the baseline ranking approach, because both
Indri retrieval model score and BM25-based proximity score are part of the baseline model.
In other cases, some features detected from the phased ranking model are used indirectly for
ranking. For example, those Keyterm Expansion phase features 8.4.1 are used as weights
for retrieval models.

1

http://www.lemurproject.org/indri/
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PhR < GWR
56%

PhR < GWR
30%

GWR

PhRank

PhR < GWR
14%
Figure 8.18: Phased ranking model versus Generalized Watson Rank analysis over document retrieval results.

8.6

Overlap Analysis

The absolute performance gaps between the phased ranking model and Generalized Watson
Rank are measured as .5 %, 1.9 % in terms of PsgMAP and DocMAP respectively. Our
pipelined system generated 1074 relevant documents compared with 1449 total number of
gold standard documents, and 1257 relevant passages compared with 3451 total number
of gold standard passages to the task of TREC Genomics 2006. Among those total 1074
relevant documents, there are 602 documents that phased ranking model did better than
Generalized Watson Rank and 321 documents phased ranking model did worse. Among
those total 1257 relevant passages, there are 911 passages that phased ranking model did
better than Generalized Watson Rank and 284 documents phased ranking model did worse.
We summarize the overlap analysis results of phased ranking model versus Generalized
Watson Rank in Figure 8.18 and Figure 8.19.
To further understand why phased ranking model outperforms the baseline models,
we use examples of phased ranking features to show what causes the gains and losses, by
using the gold standard snippets provided for the TREC Genomics 2006 task, and compare
with Generalized Watson Rank. We list the three main feature categories with examples
and also show the detailed performance with salient missing features for each category in
Table 8.3.
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PhR < GWR
72%

PhR < GWR
23%

GWR

PhRank

PhR < GWR
5%
Figure 8.19: Phased ranking model versus Generalized Watson Rank analysis over passage
retrieval results.

105

106
882
298

602
309

PhRank>GWR
PhRank<GWR

601
324

DocMAP

909
286

PsgMAP

421
464

626
446

Silent Missing Features
Document/Passage
Important
Keyterm Expansion
Retrieval
Extraction

PhRank>GWR
PhRank<GWR

Ranking Model

Sentence

Table 8.3: Detailed phased ranking model with salient missing features for each main feature category versus Generalized
Watson Rank (GWR) analysis.
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... the first seven cases of sheep with detectable
PrP<SUP>res</SUP> deposition<SUP> </
SUP>in the central nervous system have been
identified in Portugal.

What is the role of PrnP in mad
cow disease?

Aa
Q

Ma

O

...

Mb
Ab

PrnP: (PrP), (PrPc), (PrPres)...

No amino acid sequence or
posttranslational<SUP> </SUP>differences have
been detected between the normal PrPc and
its<SUP> </SUP>pathological PrPres isoform...

Figure 8.20: Example of Keyterm Expansion → Important Sentence Extraction Features
(Gain/Loss).
Keyterm Expansion → Important Sentence Extraction (Gain/Loss)
An example of the Keyterm Expansion → Important Sentence Extraction feature (Gain/Loss)
is shown in Figure 8.20. Consider the following question,
• What is the role of prnp in mad cow disease?

The Keyterm Expansion phase detected that “Prnp could have other names or variants,
• PrnP: (PrP), (PrPc), (PrPres). . .

Although Generalized Watson Rank used retrieval model scores on document and passage level, the important sentences are not scored directly from the query and its expansions. One of the effective features is to build retrieval model on important sentence level.
Consider the following two important sentences,
• . . . the first seven cases of sheep with detectable PrP<SUP>res</SUP> deposition

<SUP></ SUP>in the central nervous system have been identified in Portugal.
• No amino acid sequence or posttranslational<SUP></SUP>differences have been

detected between the normal PrPc and its<SUP></SUP>pathological PrPres isoform . . .
Using those new features can help improve both their ranks. The first one, which
is relevant to the question, can help improve the performance. But the second one is
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PMID: 12591915
The role of the GrpE homologue,
Mge1p, in mediating protein import
and folding in mitochondria.

What is the role of prnp in
mad cow disease?

Q

M1a

O1

M2a

O2a

M2b

O2b

M3

A

Retrieved PMIDs
Figure 8.21: Example of Document/Passage Retrieval → Important Sentence Extraction
Features (Gain).
irrelevant, and caused the loss of the ranking performance.
Document/Passage Retrieval → Important Sentence Extraction (Gain)
An example of the Document/Passage Retrieval → Important Sentence Extraction feature
(Gain) is shown in Figure 8.21. Consider the following question,
• What is the role of prnp in mad cow disease?

The following important sentence is retrieved from the document (PMID: 12591915),
• PMID: 12591915 The role of the GrpE homologue, Mge1p, in mediating protein

import and folding in mitochondria.
However, in the Document/Passage Retrieval phase, the document with PMID 12591915
should be viewed as irrelevant as it is not returned in the document retrieval module. The
phased ranking model penalizes those important sentences whose PMIDs are not contained
in the document sets.
Answer Merging Step (Gain)
An example benefited from answer merging scores is shown in Figure 8.22. Consider the
following question,
• What is the role of prnp in mad cow disease?

The following two results are retrieved from the same LegalSpan passage, ranked as
3rd and 15th accordingly in the BioQA system.
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A prion is an infectious agent thought to
be the cause of the transmissible
spongiform encephalopathies (TSEs).

What is the role of prnp in
mad cow disease?

Aa

Q

Ma

...

Mb

Ab

It is composed entirely of protein material,
called PrP (short for prion protein), that can
fold in multiple, structurally distinct ways ...
Figure 8.22: Example of the answer merging step (Gain).

• A prion is an infectious agent thought to be the cause of the transmissible spongiform

encephalopathies (TSEs).
• It is composed entirely of protein material, called PrP (short for prion protein), that

can fold in multiple, structurally distinct ways . . .
Both the results are relevant to the question and the first result is followed by the
second result in the original LegalSpan passage. After the answer merging step, those two
results are merged together ranked as 3rd position.

Answer Merging Step (Loss)
An example caused by answer merging step (loss) is shown in Figure 8.23. Consider the
following question,
• What is the role of prnp in mad cow disease?

The following two results are retrieved from the same LegalSpan passage, ranked as
38th and 124th accordingly in the BioQA system.
• They are characterized

<SUP></SUP> by the intracerebellar accumulation of
PrP<SUP>Sc</ SUP>,<SUP>1</SUP> an abnormally folded . . .

• The molecular mechanisms leading to the structural changes <SUP></SUP>in

PrP</A> are still <SUP></SUP> unclear.
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They are characterized<SUP> </SUP>by the
intracerebellar accumulation of PrP<SUP>Sc</
SUP>,<SUP>1</SUP> an abnormally folded ...

What is the role of prnp in
mad cow disease?

Aa

Q

Ma

...

Mb

Ab

The molecular mechanisms leading to the
structural changes<SUP> </SUP>in PrP</A>
are still<SUP> </SUP>unclear
Figure 8.23: Example of the answer merging step (Loss).
The first result is relevant to the question but the second one is irrelevant. Because
they are in the same LegalSpan passage, after the answer merging step, those two results
are merged together ranked as 35th position.
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Chapter 9
Contributions
This thesis studied the phased ranking model for information systems, motived by the observation that standard ranking approaches are not necessarily well-suited to the ranking
tasks of information systems. There are two key differences between the proposed phased
ranking model and the standard ranking approaches. In terms of novelty, our proposed
approach achieved better evidence coverage than the standard ranking approaches by developing a general ranking model capable of propagating information from phases to the
final phase ranking stage. In terms of generality, our proposed approach is not specialized
to any particular task and can be applied to different applications by following the general solution procedure proposed in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.. Our results show that the
proposed phased ranking model significantly outperforms the standard ranking approaches
(e.g., Generalized Watson Rank) and can improve the state-of-the-art system.
System Object Graph
Chapter 4 gives a formal definition of a system object graph which is a generalized and
unifying representation for the information system. Typically, an information system consists of a number of processing steps arranged in series, and each component is described
by its input(s) and output(s). All complex information systems that consist of multiple
processing steps can be reduced to the system object graph representation described here.
What is perhaps most distinctive about the system object graph is its naturalness in formulating models of complex phenomena in information systems. We present in Chapter 7 the
process to define a system object graph for an information system. The process includes a
phase identification step to classify phases and a phase merging step to simplify the graph.
A Phased Ranking Model
A phased ranking model allows each phase in a system to leverage information propagated
from preceding phases to inform the ranking decision. This is accomplished by modeling
the system object graph which represents all of the objects created during system execution.
To perform ranking, our framework in Section 5 defines three main steps. It first applies
a feature model and a cascade model to increasingly collect ranking features of each phase
and their dependencies. Second, a voting model is used to merge and score similar outputs.
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Finally, a ranking model is learned by jointly considering the cascade model and the voting
model.
Case Study I: Factoid Question Answering
In Chapter 6, we applied the phased ranking model to the task of question answering
for answer ranking. The phased answer ranking approach allows answer ranking in a QA
system to leverage information propagated from preceding phases, specifically, question
analysis, passage retrieval and candidate extraction, to inform the answer ranking decision.
Experimental results showed that our proposed approach is statistically significantly better
than or indistinguishable from comparable answer ranking models.
Case Study II: Biomedical Information Retrieval
In Chapter 8, we presented the application of the proposed phased ranking method by
following the general solution procedure proposed in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 to support
a state-of-the-art biomedical information retrieval system. It was demonstrated that our
proposed approach outperforms several strong baselines significantly. And therefore, our
proposed method was shown to be effective for ranking, particularly for complex information systems.
General Principles for the Phased Ranking Model
There are several general application principles and steps for building a phased ranking
model, briefly summaries as followings.
1. Define phases: listing all the processing unit and determine the phases and defining
all the elements per phase.
2. Merge phases: simplifying the phases for the final system object graph.
3. Define features: apply phased ranking feature models to those phases.
4. Apply ranking model: first applying a cascade model to increasingly collect ranking
features of each phase, and then applying a voting model to merge and score similar
output nodes.
The phased ranking models for the two tasks, factoid question answering and biomedical
information retrieval, are summarized and compared in Table 9.1.
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Table 9.1: Comparisons of phased ranking models.
Configurations

Biomedical
Information
Retrieval
System
Compo- Keyterm Extraction, POS
nents
Tagging, Named Entity Extraction, Lexical Variant Extraction, Synonyms Detection,
Keyterm Refining, Document
Retrieval, LegalSpan Passage
Retrieval, Important Sentence
Extraction, Proximity-based
Result Scoring, Final Passage
Ranking
Merged Phases
Keyterm Expansion, Document/Passage Retrieval, Important Sentence Extraction
Model Objects
One per phase
Similarity
Func- LegalSpan passage match
tions
Learning
Grid Search
Tools/Methods
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Factoid Question Answering
Question Analysis, Passage
Retrieval, Answer Extraction
and Answer Selection

Question Analysis, Passage
Retrieval, Answer Extraction
Multiple per phase
Text surface match
Standard learning to rank
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Chapter 10
Future Research Directions
This chapter discusses future research in three possible directions.

10.1

Future Research Direction I

In Section 6.4 and Section 8.5, we implemented the Generalized Watson Rank as a strong
baseline for direct comparisons with our phased ranking model. The overlap analysis
showed that the weight of a feature might vary according to the “ranking context”. A
“ranking context” is referred to the roughly estimated rank for a candidate object. A
feature may have different weights according to the current rank position (e.g., top 5,
or top 100). As well, a feature might be good at distinguishing relevant candidate from
irrelevant ones, but it might fail to select the best ones. In the next step, our phased
ranking model will be extended with Generalized Watson Rank that supports successive
models contains more advanced machine learning techniques such as transfer learning,
stacking, and successive refinements. We will also need to optimize ranking performance,
including feature selection techniques for ranking, and ensemble learning techniques such
as bagging and boosting.

10.2

Future Research Direction II

We have shown that our phased ranking model outperform strong baseline models by
propagating information from object traces generated by an information system. Essentially, performance improvements come from reducing the “local optimal” problem that
is common to information systems constructed by a series of system components that are
developed independently.
Some past and growing recent interest shows that there are good reasons to jointly
modeling across some specific NLP tasks [80, 100] that allows learning models to gradually
reduce errors made earlier in the pipeline using later predictions. For example, parsing
and named entity recognition was learned jointly [29] and improvements can be obtaining
on both tasks. Entity and relation extraction was modeled together for improvements [60].
Generative models have been proposed to jointly predict co-reference, typing and linking
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[21]. These approaches demonstrated the benefits of joint modeling on some individual
subtasks, and therefore it is worthy to explore joint modeling for phased ranking.
However, there are challenges to adapt joint modeling approaches to our phased ranking
model. First, joint modeling is largely task-specific that depends on task representations
joint learning models. Second, previous work mainly focused on similar supervised joint
models (e.g., features are similar and tasks are strongly related). Third, designing joint
models which actually improve end-to-end systems has proven challenging [86].
To solve those problems, our research will 1) seek for uniform learning representations;
2) analyze joint model performances on various type of tasks (e.g., supervised or unsupervised); 3) report end-to-end system performance with joint modeling.

10.3

Future Research Direction III

The phased ranking model in this thesis assumes that a complex system is accessible so
that it can be converted into a system object graph with phases. For example, the systems
(e.g., Ephyra system and BioQA system) used in our applications employed standalone
workflow representations, such as XML or YAML based process modeling languages. The
architecture framework can be easily accessed and interpreted, because such representation
language is independent of implementation details.
In practice, it is far from ideal– more often than not, the system architecture may lack
standard format and documentation, system components can be difficult to access and
analyze, and system components can be updated very quickly or are under development.
One possible extension can be mining through system logs. During the last decade,
process mining has been applied in information systems [6]. The process mining does
not assume the presence of a workflow management system, instead, it works by collecting
workflow logs with event data and it. Previous research have been working on constructing
a process based on these workflow logs from a set of real executions [90]. Defining a system
object graph for phased ranking is similar to designing a workflow for an information
system, i.e., a developer or designer has to construct a detailed model accurately describing
the object trace through work. With process mining, it may be easier to construct a phased
ranking model to achieve a good balance of resource cost and performance.
Another possible extension is to help developers understanding of software artifacts of
the target system. Previous research explored topics on automatically generating natural
language comments [82] and describing high-level actions of code fragments [83]. Text
retrieval approaches [46] has been to extract words to label source code clusters, where
in each cluster, these labels can be considered as (partial) summaries. Also, the summarization of large execution traces was suggested as a tool that can help programmers to
understand the main behavioral aspects of a software system [35].
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